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BULL MOOSE BILL
CAUSES TROUBLE
Strong Objection to Cow Moose
Being Shot at All.

it.
There is strong objection to al
lowing cow moose to be shot at all,
as it is claimed that poachers can
handle a large amount of meat with
one cow moose head whereas under
the present law this is very diffi
cult when a bull’s head has to be
exhibited.
This will make ilegal
shooting of moose much easier than
it is under the present law.

Augusta, Me., March 21—The bull
moose bill has been causing no end
o f tromble and there has been no
end of trouble in getting it drawn
so as to satisfy all factions, or at
least a majority.
The general fish
and game law, or codification of all
these laWiS, is all ready to be pre
sented to the legislature for con- |Tame Squirrels Eat Doughnuts from
sideration but Is now being held up ,
Strings—Good Prospect for
by the bull moose bill, or rather \
an, amendment to the bill
which
Business.
has been offered by Mr. Austin of
Phillips.
(Special to Maine Woods).
This amendment is intended to al
low the shooting of cow moose which,
E. Sumner, March 22—W. J. Heald
is now prohibited, and to protect and wife of HeakTs camps, Qquoscalves until they are ait least one soc, were in town last week calling
year old.
The way the amendment on relatives.
Mr. Heald has pur
reads, however, it is provided that chased lots tor two more camps and
cow moose must have antlers before will erect one or more another sea
they can. be legally shot. In other son.
He has now three commodious
words, the first part of the amend camps nicely finished and furnished
ment allows the shooting of
cow and his patronage last season was
moose but the last section forbids very good and agreeable.

HEALD BUYS
MORE LOTS

OC A N A N ICH E L O D G E ,
LAND

OF

NORWAY PINES AND SUNSET CAMPS

FU LF IL M E N T .S;G R A N D ; A N D D O B SIS LAKES W ashington County. Maine.

“ P R O V E N " Best in FishinglPossibilities, "AC K N O W L E D G E D ” Best in H unting Possibilities
Best watered and wooded for the vacationist. M ecca for the sufferer from Hay Fever, Old fashioned
cook in g . Home m ade condim ents. Running'water. Openffire places, Sanitary drainage, Circulars.
W . G. R O S E . Grand Lake Stream. W ashington County. Maine

Mountain View House
Mountain View, Maine

f

RE-DRAFTED AND
AMENDED
Bill Allows the Shooting of Either
Bull or Cow Moose Over One
Year of Age.
The House session, Tuesday, ex
pended well into the noon hour with
several debates, although the Massa
chusetts ballot law was disposed of
for the day in .quick time.
The bill relating to the protection
of bull moose, redrafted and amend
ed +o a condition far removed from
its original intent, came back from
th Senate with yet another amend
ment.
This amendment, providing
that no moose shall be shot unless
more than two years o f age, was
adopted on motion of Rep. Austin of
Phillips.
The bill was then, passed
to be engrossed.
The original bill
provided for a c ’ose time of four
years.
A divided report came from
the committee on inland fisheries
and game.
The majority report
was "ought to pass.’’ The minority
report was "ought to pass in new
draft,” providing for an open time
of but four weeks instead
of six
weeks as under the present
law.
The House adopted the minority re
port after a fight led 'by Rep. Mooers
of Ashland, and Rep. Taylor o f Topsfield.
The Senate accepted the
majority report.
The House not
only insisted upon its previous ac
tion but tacked on an amendment al
lowing the shooting of either bull
or cow moose over one year' of age.
Tho Senate decided to recede and
concur, but offered the amendment
which the House has now accepted.

For further particulars write or address

Mr. Heald is an expert guide and
hunter and his services are much
in demand in th season. Mr. Heald
Maine.
says it is amusing to watch
the
antics of red squirrels around his
camps.
They a re. so tame as to
take food from his hand.
He tied
a doughnut to a string and suspend
GRANT’S CAMPS, KENNEBAGO,
MAINE, 41 ed it from ,a limb of a tree and sat
Train every week-day this winter. Watch this space for
near-by to watch results. They came
change of train service when the fishing season opens about
out on the limb and evidently con
May first.
sulted how to secure that dainty.
ED G R A N T (Si. SO N S C O ,,
K e n n e b a g o , M a in e
After a while one of them drew the
string up hand over hand like a
person and then aip off the string'
and, carried off ttfl doughnut.
Mr.
Heald then suspended another dough
B ro w n ’s C a m p s, L a k e K e z a r .
nut to the limb by means of a wire.
For your Spring Fishing Trip why not come where the salmon are large
This puzzled them for awhile and
enough to interest you. The average weight of salmon here for the past
then one of them slid down
the
five seasons has been seven pounds. We also offer you private cabins
wire which .set it to swinging, and
with open fire, bath, twin beds, etc. Bass fishing is unsurpassed. Write
us forbooklet, rates and detailed information. Address
they would jump and light on the
B. E. BROWN, Center Lovell, Maine.
food and get a bite while swinging.
m.
Mrs. Heald feeds them and they
will quarrel and scold each other
sometimes like little children over
their food.
When, given choice bits
more than they can eat, they will
23,000 H6RES © F WILD LAND
carry it away and hide it and an
Warm and comfortable home and outlying camps. Guaranteed standing shot at deer. All kinds of big game, duck and partridge shooting.
other one will perhaps come and
Good guides furnished. Telephone connection. Write for particulars.
steal it.
When Mr. Heald closed
JU LIAN K. VILES & SON, Franklin Co., Tim, Maine. | the camps for winter, he placed food
in boxes for them and expects ere
long to welcome their visits again.
They are very cunning creatures and
greatly amuse camp occupants.
Everything indicate© increasing pat
B L AK ESL EE LAKE GAMPS, Eustis, Me.
ronage at the lake resorts the com
The place for your spring fishing. Trout and Salmon. More fish
ing season.
S. Robinson.
caught at this canap than any other place in the state. There is someone
in your town, or near by. who has fished here and we will send you his
name, on request, for reference. JOSEPH H. WHITE, Prop.
M00SEHEAD
ICE 25
INCHES
Address until spring,
SKINNER, ME.
THICK.

L. E. B 0W LE Y,
Mountain View,
*
»
*
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THE SANDY RIVER AND RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD
P ublishes

a

beautiful

little

Mr. Henry E. Capen, former pro
prietor of the Augusta House, has
been visiting his family in Augusta.
Mr. Capeto will reutrn to
Deer Is
land, Moosehead lake very soon. Mr.
Capen states that the ice in Moosehead lake is about 25 inches in
thickness and is all clear ice with
very little snew.

booklet

in c o l o r s IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE IN MAIN
WOODS. LOW ADVERTISEe n t i t l e d “FISHING” .
It t e l l s a l l a b o u t w h e r e t o g o
ING RATES.
in t h e R a n g e l e y a n d D e a d R i v e r R e i g o n o f M a i n e ,
a n d co n ta in s an a c c u r a te M a p o f this T e rrito r y .
A d d r e s s with stamp,

F. N. B E A L , G. P. a .,

Phillips, Maine.

PRICE 4 CENTS

WEAR*
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RUBBERS
This Winter

MODEL

m 2

Ilam merlsss Repeating Shotgun
£0 GAUGE

TAKE-DOWN

This new Winchester is the lightest, strongest and
handsomest repeating shotgun on the market. It
weighs only 5|£ pounds, yet it has great strength,
because its metal parts throughout are made of
nickel steel. In grace of outline, and perfection
detail and finish, it is unapproached by
repeating guns of other makes. It
is a two-part Take Down, without
loose parts, is simple to operate, and
its action works with, an ease and
smoothness unknown in guns of
othermakes. See one at your dealer’s.
Send postal to Winchester Repeating
Arms C o.,N pw Haven, Conn, for circular

A 2 0 G auge I n d e e d

MANY PRESENT TO
PAY LAST RESPECTS
Impressive Funeral Services for
Mr. F. B. Burns Conducted by
Blue Mt. Lodge—Beauti
ful Floral Tributes.
Not only this entire community
but an unu/sually wide circle of
friend© and acquaintances
were
shocked and saddened last week by
the death of Fred B. Burns, proprie
tor o f the Mooselookmeguntic House
at Haines Landing.
As has Already been stated in
these column© Mr. Bums died of
pneumonia at Dr. McCarty’s hospit
al in Rumford after less than a
week’s illness.
The remains were
brought here by way of Oquossoc,
Friday night and the funeral [serv
ices held at the church Sunday af
ternoon.
Rev. Herman Childs of
ficiated and music was furnished by,
a male quartette.
After the bene
diction J. Blaine Morrison, Rev. M.
S. Hutchins and N. p. Noble, of
Blue Mt. Dodge, F. & A. M., gave
the beautiful, impressive burial ser
vice of their order.
The
pall bearers were James
Maithietson, Herbert L. Welch, Dr. F.
B. Dolby, H. A. Furbish, E. I. Her
rick and E. H. Lowell.
A special train was run from Phil
lips to bring the Masons, nearly 60
in number w ho. came to attend the
funeral.
Mr. Bums -was also an
honored member of the I. O. O. F.
Lodge, the K. o f P. Lodge, and the
Sisterhood and seats were reserved
in the church for all these organiza
tions, more than 150 brothers and
sisters, wearing their badges of
mourning, being present. The
re
mainder of the church wras crowded
by friends.
The members of the different ord
ers formed an escort for the proces
sion from the home to the church
and later to Evergreen
cemetery,
where the remains were placed in
the tomb.
Mr. Burns was 38 years and 4
month© of age.
A successful busi
ness man, loyal and helpful in the
orders to which be belonged, a kind
and thoughtful friend and neighbor,
an affectionate ison, and a devoted
husband and father.
Besides hi© wife and mother he
leave© two little sons, Frederick B.
and Wimthrcp, 3 yeans and 1 year
of age respectively and an aunt hnd
uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Page,
who have the sympathy of all in
their great bereavement.
The church was made beautiful
with flowers given by sympathizing
friends, their abundance
(showing
the respect and esteem with which
M,r. Bums was regarded by an un
usually wide iciircle of acquaintances.
Below is given a list of those who
sent floral tributes: Pillow bearing
the word, “son,” Mrs. J, R. Burns;
wreath, Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Page;
snap dragons, O. D. Rogers, Mis®
Mary Rogers; spray of rose©, Rus*

111FURS

To McMILLAN FUR & WOOL CO.
M I N N E A P O L I S , MINN.

Illustrated Circular Free to anyone interested in
RAW FURS.
Trappers’ Guide Free to these who ship to us.

sell Brennan; crescent, LaJke View
Temple, Pythian Sisters; roses, Mr.
and Mrs. A. S. Perhajm, Dr. Brown,
Miss Brown, Mr. and Mrs.
Gard
Hihkley, Mrs. Clara Rector, Mr. and
Mrs. Frank King, Mr. and Mrs. H.
A. Furbish; deep red roses, George
S. Whitney, Mrs. X . T. Allen, Mrs.
Georgia Masterman, Miss Celia Whit
ney; wreath, C. H., McKenzie comp
any; broiken colmun, Blue Mt. Dodge
F. & A. M.; pillow, Brother Mas
ons of Rangeley; emblem on stand,
Entwisie Lodge, I. O. O. F-.; pinks-.
Mr. and Mrs. James Mathieson, Dr,
Stuart, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. D. Bisbee, Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Bisbee,
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Berry, Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert Welch, Mr. and Mrs.
Wesley Williams, Mr. and Mrs.
Horace Heath, Summit Rebekah
Lodge, Dr. and Mrs. Colby, Miss Ber
tha Israelson, Mrs. Addie Richard
son, Miss Richardson, Mr. and Mrs.
W. S. Marble Mr. and Mrs. G. A.
Proctor, Mr. and Mr. G. L. Keimpton,
Mr. and Mrs. E. I. Herrick, Mr. and
Mrs. W. E. Patterson, Mr. and Mrs.
E. B. Herrick; tulips, Mr. and Mr|s.
C. H. McKenzie, Mr. and Mrs. H.
B. MoCard, Mr. and Mrs. S. B. McGand, Mrs. Chapman, Miss Margaret
Chapman, Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Cole;
pinks and roses, Dr. and Mrs. A.
M. Ross; jonquils, Mr. and Mrs. C.
C. Murphy.
Other beautiful flow
ers were sent by Mr. . and Mrs. J.
A. Russell, Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Rid
dle, Mr and Mrs. H. 0. Huntoon,
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Harden, Mr.
and Mrs. J. B. Marble and family,
Mrs. Lucy Brackett and
Miss
Brackett.

ICE LEAVING
SEBAG0 LAKE
The northerly wind which blew
strongly across Sebago lake yester
day from morning until night, play
ed havoc with the ice in the upper
bay of the big lake.
A large am
ount of ice was blown from the up
per portion of the lake and a Port
land [man who happened to 'be at
the lake during the afternoon, stat
ed that for miles above Indian Is
land it seemed to him to be open
water.
Ansel Brackett, proprietor of the
West Shore Camps at East Sebago,
stated last evening that the wind
had blown the ice away from the
shore in front of his camps for a
distance cf 70 or 80 feet and he be
lieved that if there was another big
wind such as prevailed! yesterday,
that the ice might go out, but that
it was merely a question of a short
time in any event.

i
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SPRING TRAPPING
FOR MUSKRATS
Useful List of Articles Needed for

C aliber
{R epeatin g

Successful Camping Trip by
Berwick Trapper.

1 Rifle

'm o d e l 'l l ! 2 0
The safety, comfort and conveni
ence of the Z&arfim solid top, closedin breech and side ejection features
are combined with the quick, easy
manipulation of the popular sliding
fore-end or “pump” action in the new
Model 20 ffHartim ride.
In rapid firing—the real test o f a re
peater—the fflc a iin solid top ia always a
protection and prevents smoke and gases
blowing ba ck ; the ejected shell is never
thrown into your face or eyes, and never
interferes with the a im ; the fat forearm fits
your hand and helps quick operation.
It handles the short, long and long-rifle
cartridges without change in adjustment,
and the deep Ballard rifling guarantees the
accuracy, making it the finest little rifle in
the world for .target shooting and for all
small game up to 150 or 200 yards.
For fall description of
all %2aar/isiRepeaters,
just get our 136-page
catalog. Mailed free
for 3 stamps postage.

272a i/fn fir ea rm s Cat
3 3 Willow Street,

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

FIRST SCHOOL OF MUSKETRY IN
THE UNITED STATES.
The ©taite of New Jersey has es
tablished the first State School of
Musketry in the United States. The
objoct qf the school i®, to teajoh thje
officers and men of the National
Guard the nomenclature cf
the
Springfield riflie, its use, how to aim
to <shoct 'and to fit them for
inr
stmfctam.
The reward for consci
entious work is a place on
the
State Team in the National Match
es and a detail as Range Offcer and
instructor during the rifle
prac
tice season at Sea Girt. Both, these
assignments were very much sought
after and are a decided inducement
for students to make a (good show
ing i,n the school.
NEW MT. KINEO HOUSE.
Tihe Ricker Hotel company an
nounces that the New Mount Kitneo
House a,t Kineo, Maine, on Moosebead lake will re-open with C. A.
Judkins manager on June 25th, for
the 69th consecutive season since
the first house was founded and
thpt it will be closed on Sept. 25thThe new annex >will he open from
May 9th until Oct. 15thAUGUSTA TO HAVE FINE RAIL
ROAD STATION.
Augusta's new railroad
station,
.which dis being buillit for the Maine
Central! railroad, is expected to be
finished about April ,1 , and it will
bQ the most elaborately equipped and
finest of its. size in. New England.
The oojst when complete will be
about $75,000.

| B est B read—
1 and M ore o f It
— the lightest, finest,
w h i t e s t bread and
more loaves to every
sack—
—the tenderest, flakiest
and most digestible pas
try—
—cake and biscuits and
everything else you bake
— you rs by specifying
William Tell, the flour
that is milled only from
the best Ohio Red Winter
Wheat by a special pat
ented process that makes
it richest in n u tritive
value.
Tell your grocer that
nothing will suit you but

Berwick, Me., Mar-cn 19, 1913.
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
I will (try and ,gtiv.e a flew hints on
•spring trapping for rats. -First one
must decide where to igo, inext
when to start and next what to
take.
First one wants a boat or
canoe; a copmuon 18 foot .guide’s
canoe is O. K.
Next is a tent if
one intends to trap where it is
necessary to camp out, a small 7x7
tnfner’ia or 7x9 wall tent is all rigjhjt.
A sheet steel cam,p- stove is very
handy, ope that is easy to set up,
such as the ©dimple -box 'Style used
in Maine by guides, is better than
a folding style.
Of course
one
wants clothes, an extra change of
socks and underwear for a month’s
trip.
Wear a sweater o f .wool and
a train proof coat, a pair of hip
boots, or common rubber boots will
be all right.
Also carry along a
pair of good tight shoes, a pair of
leather gloves and a pair o f mitts,
axe, belt axe and a good lantern,
and the following food:
One man,
10 days’ trip, seven pounds bacon
or ten pounds salt pork, 11 pounds
flour with baking .powder, already
mixed,, two pounds beans, dried fruit,
apples, prunes, or peaches, one
pound, coffee, one pound, or
tea
one-half pound, sugar two pounds,
vinegar three gills, salt one-half
pound, black .pepper one
ounce,
•soap one-half pound, candles if us
ed, one-half pound, total
weight,
about 29 pounds..
Here is another food outfit for
one man 30 days: Flour 26 pounds,
corn .meal, four pounds, baking pciw
der three-fourths pound, salt
one
and one-fourth pounds., bacon five
pounds, lard one pound, butter two
pounds, beams 5 pounds., evaporated
fruit two pounds', sugar five pounds,
tea one-half pound, pepper oneeighth ipound, synup one and one-half
pounds, vinegar one pound,
split
peas., one-fourth pound,
candles
three-fourt/h pounds,, coffee one and
one-fourth pounds, condensed milk
one pound, oatmeal one-half pound,
soap
three-fourths pound,
total
weight about 55 .pounds.
One can
add more to. ,tbi® list but the above
is enough for the writer.
For muskrat trapping I use about
75 trap® Ncs. o and 1 Newhouse,
0 1 H. and W., etcI think if one
uses trap for rats alone No. 0 On
eida trap or the same trap made
by the Sargent -company would he
better than the larger sizes. I
have .tried the stop thief, sure death,
eta. for rats hut prefer the steel
trap hut think the step thief would
work fine in blind set® if one cared
to use them.
Now I almost forgot
to mention a baker to bake in in
front of your open fire on the side
of your .sf/Ove, a water pail, .tea
pot, a couple of tin pail® to use
over the fire, tin plates, cups, kniv
es. and fork®, two each, a
dish
cloth, dish towel, a fltour sieve, mix
ing dish, some nails., a hatchet, .plen
ty of matches in an air tight can
or fruit jar, a 'little extra -oil! for
your lantern.
Now ,a gun.
Well any shotgun
that will shoot good is all right |and
where muskrats are real plenty a
22 rifle will be very useful, also
plenty of. cartridges and one busibel
of sweet applies or parsnips
for
halt.
Of course I know that this
is very heavy to carry it one has
to pontage but it is the best bait,
but one can use muskrat -meat or
fresh water clams for bait or de
pend on blind sots.
I think the spring rat
trapper
ought to carry a folding canvas oct;
this keeps one off the damp ground
and dis much easier .to set up than
it is to make a bough bed. With
the cot he wants two good heavy
blanket®, five-pound® U. S. army
is best, and a rubber .pouch. There
may be seme things1 I he v-e over
looked In writing this but the read
er will perhaps fill in better than
1

C.

H.

M C K E N Z IE T R A D IN G
Phillips, Me.

ioouiM .

Now I will try and, give a few
set®,.
First one should know the
habit® of the animal one is trapping
as well as he know®, the figure® on
the clock’s face.
Next don’t give
CO., Up but keep at it till you succeed.
Keep your note book handy
and

study.
For muskrat I 'tjhlifhk as I
stated .above that sweet apples majke
the best bait.
The following i®
alsiq good; parsnips, carrots., musk
rat meat, clams and pumpkin siweet.
Always cover your traps good. You
might get a mink.
Fix the trap
covering in a natural way and so
as not to clog .the trapUse. soft
dry stuff found on drifts!, “dry-kfii,”
etc., or wet water soaked leaves- if
the -traps are -under water.
Remem
ber about the rise and fall' o f the
water when making a set. I cannot,
give a complete description of camp
ing 'outfit® and all the methods of
trapping, skinning, stretching
and
selling, etc., of muskrats. To give
to the reader the above would re
quire thousands of word® rand hun
dred® of drawing®,, neither of which,
I am able bo do nor will I attempt
to do ini so short an article.
One of the best sets is, find a
low bank, set trap stake in deep
water, cover well, bait wiith apple
placed on. a stick 15 inches above
the trapThis i© a dry land set
and it always1 worked fine
with
me.
Lotsi o f times you will find
where muskrats have a' -hole under
water; set the trap at hole
and
stake in deep water.
If you find
where there are a Jcit o f rat© and
not -much drift stuff for them to
climb -over, get ,a log six or eight
fee.t long, anchor in deep water cut
ting notches 18 inches apart, deep
enough for traps.
Set traps in
these, fasten to log and be sure the
lo.g won’t roll when a rat tries, to
climb on, if it does you may not
get any ra-tsi.
Bait by cutting In
small pieces a sweet apple. Place
these around over the Hog.
Filnd
where rats have a path from -one
pond to another and such places
and set one or two traps, stake in
deep water.
.Where the water is
only two inches- deep at the side
of a istteep bank set trap close to
the bank and pin bind quarters of
rat up on the bank 18 inches1; stake
in deep water.
These are only a
few.
There are lots o f other set®
and I have not the time to write all
of them.
I never set trap© in the
houses.
A gat'd scent is made of muskrat
musk and catnip.
Don’t cut the
hide off( ait the eyes when skinning,
but skin clear down to the nose.
Don’t over stretch the skin. Time
is money, hustle, use care, put in
long hours and you’ll get the rats.
I will answer ^question© on this
and other trapping, hunting, camp
ing and woodcraft subject© if I know
the answer. I answer hundreds ev
ery year but you must enclose a
stamped envelope or red ©tamp or
you need not expect an answer.
Yours,
H. E. .Ford.
MARLIN GUN CATALOG.
Any man interested in .guDs will
find a great deal of interesting and
useif'ua inflormatiiicn in the new gun
catalog just issned by the Marlin
.Firearm® Co., New Haven, Conn.
Martin, repeating rifilets and repeat
ing shotgun® are made in ail popu
lar caliber®,, gauge© and style®, giv
ing the sportsman a wide choice iln
gum® for any particular branch of
shloioting.
Foir small game, short range, tar
get work, etc. there are four dis
tinct model© of .22 caliber- repeat
er®, (using all makes and sstjje® o f
•22 short, dong or lang-ridHe cartrid
ges, two of these having the lever
action, -like a big game rifle., theefth"
er two mode!® having the trombone
or pump action; also the Model 1892
.32 caliber lever action rifle, the on
ly repeating rifle now made handl
ing rim fire cartridges larger than
.22 caliber.
For medium siize game, any .game
smal’iar 'than deer, and target w-oirk
UP to, 200 or 300 yards the .25-20 and
.32-20 rifles are provided in Model
1894 withi lever action, and Model
27 pump action.
For deer and larger game and for
medium and tong range .target re
quirements, a very extensive line of
lever action repeating rifle© and car
bine© -are made in Model© 1893, 1894
and 1895, dm caliber®; .38-40, .44.40,
•25-36, .30-30, .32 special, .32-40, .3855, .33 cal iter high power smokeleetsi, .38-56, .40-65, .40-70, .40-82, .4570, .45-90.
Most of these can be
fumi©ih.ed with round, octagon
-or
half oc!t(a.g!pn barrel, and with, choice
of full or half -magazine., .metal or
rubber buttlptate, as preferred.
The new rifle© in -this catalog 'and
net Sin previous issue© are the Mod
el 29 .22 calliber take-down- repeat

ing rifle with, trombone or
pump
action, handling all makes and style©
of .22 .short, long and Icing-.rifle ca r
tridge© without change in 'adjust
ment, retailing at $8.50; and the
Miode-1 1895 special light weight
rifle made in .33 -high pdwer and .45*
70 calibers with 22 inch round bar
rel-, half magazine, rubber buttpiate,
weighing 6 7-8 pound©- in- -45-70 cali
ber and 7 1"4 pound® in .33 caliber,
the only rifle© of these popular big
game calibers having ©olid-top, sideejecting construction.
The Marii-n Company -makes, the
most extqnsive iihe c f repeating
shotgu,n® in the -entire world, furn
ishing 12 and 16-gauge take-down 6skot repeating gun© with visible
hammer ini Models 24 and 30, grades
A, B, C, D, prices .$21.60 to $95; 12
gauge .gun© with visa hie hammer in
Model 26, not take-down, in regular,
brush and riot guns, -the Riot gun
having 20 ti'ndb, barren, open bored
The hammer gun© are also made in
12 and 16 gauge© in light-weight
Field Gu-n style, 25 inch modi'.fed
choke barret; the 12 gauge hammer
for buckshot toads, flor the use o,f
guards, express messengers, etc.,
Sun is also furnished in Trap gun
form—-the igun which won. the pre
liminary handicap and .tied for am
ateur championship at the
Grand
American handicap 1912.
I.p addition to the above gun®,
the Marlin, company has
recently
brought out the new IMc-dfei 28 12gaugig hamm-er’iess repeating
shot
gun, made in six grade®: No. 28 A,
No. 28.B, No. 28C, No. 28D, N-o. 28
Trap and No. 28 Trap Special, pric
es- ranging from $22,60 to
$100.
Tihti© is (the gun. which
recently
wQn the indoior Professional cham
pionship of the wp.fL'd, at. the
six
day International Trap Phoo-tintournament at Madison Square Gar
den, New York Cii'ty.
>
All 12 gauge Marlin trap guns per
m?t a dhjoqe o f 26, 28, 30 or 32inch barrel, fluid choke,
modified
choke or cylinder bo-re.
The 16gauge Mariin shotgun® are- furnish
ed wiith 2.6 or 28 inch barrel, full
choke, modified choke or cylinder
bore.
Thii® new catalog a.® full .of juslt
the kind o f info-miatjcin which en
able® the ©hoef-er to tell just which
gun i© best suited ilor hi© individ
ual requirements—informa tic
re
garding
rifles, carbines, ©hjotguns,
cartridge©., sights, gun oil, rust repeltor, Marlin handcuff®, ideal re
loading tcofl® and the various ether
accessories manufactured and 'han
dled by the Marlin Firearm© Codhis new catalog will be mailed
upon request bo any ©hooter suffic
iently
interested to ©end 3 cent©
postage ,+j0 The Marlin Firearm® Co.,
33 Willow street, New Haven, Ct.

of the hundreds of eyes that will
be looking at him, exclaiming, ‘ ‘You
took our lives for dollars; why did
you not earn a living at other -work
than murder?”
.While trapping i© legalized
by
man’.® laws, it is yet true
that
hunters of game, fish and fowl for
market are not only frowned upon
but laws exist against such acts to
preserve the game.
Why not have
similar law om -trappers?
It seems that Maine should com
mence (to preserve her small game,
which are now entirely extinct in
tlie Adirondack®, and neither the
hunter nor the angler are respon.sible, -but the tpapper is.
There is no law to prevent trap
per® from working for the lumber
companies or in lumber camps, or
any other pursuit.
If .some o f thjean
would change the method of living;
by killing, they might avoid a night
mare of -hundred® of animals.
Let us hope that Mr. Packard’s e f
forts may -result in the saving
of
a-nimials’ lave©-, or at least an easierdeath.
Ye©, M,r. Packard, trapping its toocruel and unfair for civilized man
to use as a manner to earn
hist
living.
s. E. Stanton.
CHASED BUTTERFLY A YEAF
An

English

Entomologist Travels.
25,000 Miles.

A telegram from Chicago revealed
the interesting story of a 25,000-milechase for a butterfly, told of a©
English entomologist connected with
the French Institute of Entomol
ogy.
Mrs. Yang'e said her husband
rad made the journey of 25,000 m:
for the ©ole purpose of catching -one
butterfly, one insignificant, long, red
spotted bug belonging to the Bomibyx
family, which is said to he nearly -as
numerous as- the popu-laticn. of ChinaMrs. Yange said.; “ We have had the
most -extraordinary good
fortuneThe actual classification of the but
terfly I do not know, but I know he
■ha® -two spot® in each upper wing,,
which render -him exceedingly desir
able.
Moreover, be is snugly dono
up in a tin box hermetically sealed
and would bring joy to entomologists
whose collections lack this particularspecimen.
We -have been butterflychasing from Paris to Kioto, and we
got our little Bom-byx in the gard
en of a Japanese gentleman’.® resi
dence at Kioto after pursuing -him
twelve months.”
Some of /the but
terflies of this continent are the
blue, sulphur, ^-cabbage, angle-wing*
painted lady, zebra swallowtail, silverspot, peacock, wood swallowtail,,
wood nymph, milkweed, tiger swal
lowtail, mourning clcak and
redspotted purple.
The
naturalist
could not at first find the bombyx o r
the kind of a butterfly he sought;
but he did not cease his -search nor
traps.
hi® journey around the -world 'till ho
had
found -his specimen.
It is that
Maine Should Commence to Preserve
kind of singleness of purpose that
Her Small Game.
achieve© the greatest 'success
in
the realm o f science, literature and
art, in busines® and religion. This
Utica, N. Y., March 18, 1913.
singleness- of purpose Paul describes
To the Editor of Maine Wood®:
In a recent issue of the Maine in hi® own experience; “ This one
Wood®, Mr. Ed H. Packard’s article thing I do.”— Christian Herald.
noting hi® efforts to secure view®
of -anima1© in trap® a® a basis of
study to create a trap more humane
than the ®teel trap in use, certain
ly show® honest, praiseworthy e f
U. w. PICKLE,
forts, but can it be done? A trap
TAXIDERMIST
uniat surely hold game and be se Dealer in Snorting Goods, Fishing Tackle*
Indian Mocc: sins. Baskets and Souvenirs.
vere in its action.
RANGELEY.
M A IN K
The most sure way i®, uclt to use
traps.
The very name of traps
EDMOND J. BOUCHER,
and shares shows -cowardly acts. The
Licensed Scientific Taxidermist
trapper is enjoying sleep all night
(Tanner) Will give you Standard and Moth
in peace, not even haying the pleas proof work in all branches of Taxidermy aodi
Price list with useful instructions.
ure of the chase or still hunting or Tanning.
FREE.
N. E. Tel. 672 62.
■stalking,, while his device© of traps., 186 Main St.,
Auburn, Me..
baits and scents deprive innocent
animal® of their lives, which- God
T. A. JAMES
gave -and 'man cannot restore.
If is a matter o f so many lives Will continue to do business In Wtar*
for so -many dollars and perhaps the throp and make a specialty of Moss
trapper may be turned aside from um work and mounting and pointing^
entering the Pearly Gates, because of fish in oil and water color.

TAXIDERMISTS

Winthrop,

1804 HEBRON ACADEMY 1912
Prepare® thoroughly tor all
collages and scientific school®.
C o lle ge , C la s s ic a l
and
E n g lis h C o u rse s.

Location Weal for high mountain air
pure water and quiet environment.
A teacher for every 20 pupils.
Winter term open® Tuesday, Decem
ber, 31, 1912. Spring term open©
Wednesday, April 1, 1913.
Qataflog on. request. Write principal
W. E. SARGENT, Lltt. D.
Heibron,
Maine

-

-

-

Maine,

“ Monmouth Moccasins”

They are made for
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
Known the world over for excel
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.

M. L. UKTCHELL ( 0 .,
Monmouth,

.

.

.

Maine-

RODS AND SNOWSHOES
I make Rangel ey wood and spMjfc
bamboo rod® flor fly fishing
and
trolling. Rod® to left.
Snowshoe®.
to order.
E. T. HOAR, Rangeley, Me.

• .If
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LOOKS GOOD FOR
EARLY FISHING

Nothing Can Keep Fresh After
It Is Cut Up
You can’t expect the chopped-up tobacco that comes
in packages to be fresh, because it has been chopped up
too long a time. M ost o f the natural moisture and flavor
escapes from the small particles of tobacco before they
are put in the package. By the time you smoke them,
they are so dry that they bum fast and bite your tongue.
A ll the flavor and fragrance of the tobacco is pressed
into the Sickle Plug and held there by nature’s own
covering— the natural leaf wrapper. W h en you whittle
a pipeful off the plug you get fresh tobacco — slowburning, cool-smoking, rich and sweet.

%

You don*t pay for a package—don't waste any tobacco—
and get more tobacco for your money. Buy some Sickle at your
dealer’s today. You’ll find the Sickle way is the only way to get
a satisfying smoke.

WORD OF PROTEST
AGAINST
SLAUGHTER OF EGRETS.
Philadelphia, Pa., March 14.
T o the Editor of Maine Woods:

that something (Should be done and
I am sure that the women o f the
United States can get along with
the many other feathers and mil
linery appurtenances without the
slaughter of such magnificent birds
which are an ornament to our coun
try.
The National association of
Audubon societies has published this
throughout the land.
I think it of
such value to us as .sportsmen that I
pu,t ft to our camping brothers which
I know comprises an army of up
wards. of half a million and I think
that their mighty strength
would
fight this bill through.
Yours very truly,
.Prom a game preserver and sub
scriber,
John S. Gus.tine, Jr.

I wish to call the attention of all
sportsmen, to the letter written to
the Audubon societies by Mr. A.
H. Noyer in reference to the kill
ing of the American Egret, known as
the Carza-Blanca, and the slaught
ering of this bird for the plumage
known as Aigrette, which is hand
led by so many of our milliners of
the big cities of the United States.
I think that the American sports
men and lovers of birds should make
their Congressman issue a bill on
this very important question. Al
REMAINS OF JOHN T. LITTLE
though it is not a game bird, it is
TAKEN TO ST. CLAIR, PA.
®till one of the beautiful birds that
inhabit our great and glorious United John T. Little, aged 57, who has
States.
been making has home with
his
The needless slaughtering of these niece, Mrs. H. H. Hale, on Releigh
birds happens only in the mating Terrace, died yesterday affcefnoon at
season and the nesting season. It 1.2o with cirrhosis o f the liver. Mr.
noft only deprives the mother of Little was a man with many estim
the Life, but also deprives the brood able (qualities of the mind and heart
■of young bird from the source of and his many friends will regret
nourishment by the slaughter of the to hear of his death.
Mr. Little
mother bird.
I think it is time came south from Maine (four years
ago and has made his home in Binefield the greater part of that time.
A short funeral service w l l be held
(from the home o f H. H. nale at 1
o'clock this afternoon and will be
TIME TABLE
conducted by the Rerv. J. B. Ward.
In Effect, Decem ber 2d, 1912.
The remains will be taken on train
No. 2 to his home in St. Clair, Pa.,
RANGELEY
accompanied by .his sister,
Mrs.
PASSENGER TRAIN S leave Rangeley or
Phillips, Farmington, Portland and Boston at Knebs, who has been with him for
24.46 A. M.
the last six weeks, nursing him dur
PASSENGER TRAINS arrive at Rangeley
gtrom Boston, Portland, Farmington and Phillips ing his ilftiessat 6.00 P. M.
The above notice was clipped from
M IXED TRAIN leaves Rangeley for Phillips
« t 10.55 A. M.
of
M IXED TRAIN arrives at Rangeley from Phil the BliuefieLd Daily Telegraph
lip s at 10.15 A. M.
Bluefield, W. Va., o f March 15.

SANDY RIVER 4 RANGELEY
LAKES RAILROAD

PHILLIPS

v
s

PASSEN GER TRAINS leave Phillips for
Farming-ton, Pertland and Boston at 6.05 A . M.
and L20 P. M.; for Rangeley at 6.15 P. M.
PA SSE N G E R TRAINS arrive at Phillips from
Boston, Portland and Farmington at 12.55 P. M.
and 6.10 P. M.; from Rangeley at 12.25 P. M.
M IXED TRAIN S leave Phillips for Farmington at 7-30 A . M. and for Rangeley at 7.40 A. M.
MIXED TRAIN S arrive at Phillips from Farm
ington at 2.15 P.M.and from Rangeley at 3.00 P. M.
STRONG
PASSENGER TRAIN S leave Strong for Farm
ington, Portland and Boston at 6.26 A. M. and
Life P. M.; for Phillips at 12.32 P. M. and 5.47 P.
M.J fo r Rangeley at 5.47 P. M. and for Kiugfleld at 5-50 P, M.
PASSENGER TRAINS arrive at Strong from
Boston, Portland and Farmington at 12.32 P.M.
!<t|td 5.47 P. M.; from Bigelow and way stations at
IJjtO P. M.; from Phillips at 6.26 A . M. and 1.42
IP. M.
MIXED TRAINS leave Strong fo r Farmington
a t 8.45 A .M .; for Bigelow at 3.00 P. M. and for
Phillips at 1.45 P. M.
MIXED TRAINS arrive at Strong from Phil
i p s at 8.45 A. M.; from Bigelow at 2.10 P. M.
and from Farmington at 11.45 A. M.
K INGFIELD
PASSENGER TRAIN leaves Kingfield fo r
Bigelow at 9.05 A. M. and for Farmington, Port
land and Boston at 12,45 P. M.
PASSENGER TRAIN arrives at Kingfield from
Boston. Portland and Farmington at 6.35 P.M .;
attd from Bigelow at 11.50 A. M.
MIXED TRAIN leaves Kingfield fo r Bigelow at
8.05 A . M. and for Strong at 12.50 P. M,
M IXED TRAIN arrives at Kingfield from Bige
low at 11.15 A. M- and from Strong at 4.00 P, M.

BIGELOW
PASSENGER TRAIN leaves Bigelow for
Kingfield, Farmington, Portland and Boston at
M.00 A . M.
PASSENGER TRAIN arrives at Bigelow from
Kingfield at 10.00 A M.
MIXED TRAIN leaves Bigelow for Strong at
10.00 A. M.
MIXED TRAIN arrives at Bigelow from King®eld at 9.10 A . M.
MIXED TRAINS between Phillips and Rangesubject to cancellation any day without notice.

F. N. BEAL, G. P. A.

Hotel Proprietors Getting Busy-~
Taxidermist Welch to Handle

I

PRACTICALLY A CLEAN SWEEP, WON BY

Entire Business at Haines
Landing
Mountain View and Qquossoc,
March 24.
(Special to Maine W o o d s).

The results of the United States Revolver Association 1912 Outdoor
Championships, just officially announced, show that users of Peters
Cartridges won FIRST in every match but one, also Second place in
one match, Third in three matches and fifth in two.

Tihe snow is nearly all gone and
Match A. Revolver Championship
Match D. Military Record
the warm sun and winds (for the
1st—A. M. Poindexter, 467
1st—Dr. J. H. Snook, 212
past few days have made a big dimMatch F. Pocket Revolver Championship
preission on tihe ice, taking o ff the
1st—Dr. O. A. Burgeson, 208
entire blanket of snow so the last
TWO NEW RECORDS:
Match C. Military Revolver Championship Match E. Revolver Team Championship
of the week there was so
mutch
1st—Dr. J. H. Snook 621
1st—Denver Revolver Club 774
water over the ice that there was
PETERS REVOLVER AND RIFLE CARTRIDGES o f 32 and larger calibers are just
a (good ripple over the surface in
as surely superior to other makes as Peters 22 caliber. PETERS SMOKELESS Cart
ridges are as far ahead of competing brands as are FETERS SEMI-SMOKELESS.
the wind and the body o f the ice
Shoot the (P) brand, the only kind that will shoot perfectly
'has given way in place® along the
in A N Y good gun.
shore.
The wind, however, chang
ed Saturday night turning colder so
that Sunday it was again a glare
NEW Y O R K : 38 Chambers St.. T. H. Keller. Manager
sheet hut this freezing and thawing
widll honeycomb the ice and the
chance® look .good for an
early
improving the shore front with a province of New Brunswick during
fishing season yet alLL depends* on
.the season ending No-v. 30, 1912, it
stone wall and grading.
the weather.
is seen that 138 of these hunter®
Work is soon to begin rebuilding came from New York, 104 from
Witfh the going of the snow near
ly all lumbering operations in this Smith’s camps near Hunter Cove, Massachusetts-, 36 from Pennsylvan
which were burnt last fall.
ia, 21 from New Jersey, 18 from
section ceased.
The South RangeConnecticut, 17 from England,
ley jobbers are all out while those
Eben Hamden was called
to from Germany, one from India, one
at Kem-ankeag are still trying to
ge* their lumber out.
The Italians Port land Friday by the illness of from Florida, three from Georgia,
his son, Ray.
Hi® mother .went and several from states and prov
who were operating at Beaver bog
Saturday from Rangeley.
Ray has inces nearer home.
To- these non
near Quimby ,pond had to come out
a serious ease o f measles.
:
residents
518
big
game
licenses were
leaving three or four hundred cords
sold, 74 bird license® and 44 deer
of pullp unhauled.
Katherine Riuss, who has been at licenses.
From a table showing -the
Mountain View aJll winter, was number of big game -killed -in the
McCormick Brothers, who have
called home by the illness of her province during the open season of
a two or three years’ contract ait
sister.
Eva Hapiblin has returned 1912 the total by counties is made
the head of the Cupsoptic lake
in
to take, her place in the dining room. up as- follows:
Parker, Town, “ broke camp” Satur
Moose Deer Caribou
day night leaving a large number
George Church was in Lewiston Res'tigouche,
92
12
82
of their logs in the yards. In Wild
one day last week and purchased a Gloucester,
172
10
80
wood they are rushing the logs to
fine black horse -to mate the One Nofihumb erland 4-24
650
190
'tihe landings on Richardson pond.
used on the carry team last sum Kent,
140
280
7
Saturday
Mr. Thurston reported
mer.
203
82
Westmorland,
a million and a half in the wood®.
121
3
Kings,
149
Mr. and Mns. Herbert Welch are
80
165
The people of ttrs .v'p^iuntl'iV spending their annual vacation in Albert,
144
York*,
282
were saddened Thursday morning Addison, Maine.
Mr. Welch
has
109
6
81
to learn c f the death of Fred B. purchased Walter Hinds’ -stock and’ Sunbury,
146
18
304
Burns, proprietor of the Mooiselook- trade at the Landing and wild have Quieens,
68
98
megumtic House at Dr. McCarty’s a larger display of souvenirs and St. John-,
164
83
Charlotte,
hospital in Romford.
fishing tackle than ever before. This
204
4
72
Carleton,
also leaves M-r. Welch the only tax
104
209
13
Victoria,
The repairs and improvements are idermist on the Bilg Take.
72
55
1
Madawaska,
going on at all the summer places

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY, CINCINNATI, OHIO

with the usual spring push
Sam
Clark, one of the proprietors, of
pleasant Island is at the camps
getting the boat® and cottages in
readiness for the summer.

Winnie Tibbetts has established
-a small blacksmith shop in the
building near the garage. Mr. Tibbttits has a number of engines to
install in -rooter boats at some of
tb« private camps on Rangeley and
Captain Barker,
who returned M-ooseilo-ckm-egun-tic lakes.
from an extended trip ,to Florida
and .Panama is also rushing the
BIG GAME IN NEW BRUNSWICK.
wiork for the season of 1913.

Amos Eillis will greet.
alii
his Season of 1912 Bad for Sportsmen,
But Government Revenue In
guests and friends in a “ brand” new
office which he has been building
creased—$47,000 from Li
this wiimter.
censes.
'While spring work ha® not yet
begun at Mountain View, the teams
have just finished hauling
wood
Mr, Bowley had out near Quimby
pond and the buzz of the saw w il
soon be heard getting those
big
“ chunks” in readiness for the (fire
places on coal summer days.

Dr, Fowler is havilmg extensive
OF ■painting and repairing done at hji®
private oaimps -at Lake Vielw Point,
opposite Mountain View House.
Harold Robinson of Wi®ica®,set and
Fred Fowler, w.ho purchased Birch
Jonas Knight of Westport were in Bower, the first cottage on the left
Wqolwich at Wold Pond, Thursday, shore above Mountain View,
has
and captured three coon®.
These greatly improved tihe looks of the
hnnteiig have 'Secured 45 coons thu>s cajmp by the addition oif an eflil,
far fthiis winter.
They holed one and building a new piazza all
coon .and intended to go back for around and painting ijh-e house white
him later.
with green trimmings.
He is also
SECURE A LARGE NUMBER
COONS.

THE SPORTSMAN’S NEWSPAPER OF AMERICA
‘.(Published weekly,

5 out of 6 REVOLVER
CHAMPIONSHIPS

Established 1874.)

S u b scrip tion $4. a year, S2. fo r 6 m onths: Sam ple cop y free i f you m ention Maine W oods

The American Field collects news by its own staff representatives and
special reporters, giving authoritative reports of leading events in the
sportsman’s world. Its recreative columns are always replete with inter
esting articles and contributions and open a wide field for discussiou of all
subjects that interest sportsmen.
The departments of The American Field are: Editorial, Game and Shooting, Fish
and Fishing, Natural History, Hunting, Kennel, Trap Shooting, Rifle, Revolver
and Pistol, Queries and Answers.

St. John, N. B., March 7—'.Receipts
from game in the (Province of New
Brunswick ifor the year 1912 show an
increase in revenue of more than
$12,000.
it is pointed out in: the
surveyor general’s report presented
■to the legislature, that this diffierferen-oe -is brought about by large
-payments arriving in the department
after the -close of the fiscal year,
O-ot. i ( 1911, that properly belonged
to the previous 12 months-.
The
surveyor general reports that -the
-season generally was -unfavorable to
the sportsmen, owing to- heavy rains
presidential' election® and
other
drawbacks.
In the protection
of
the game, $3,059.73 was expended.
Th,e statement o f revenue receiv
ed from the sale cif game licenses
from Sept. 15, 1912 to J-an. 30, 1913,
-show® .that the total value of the
licenses sold was $47,026. This am
ount, less the commission fees of
$2653, left a total of $44,315.91.
In
-some of -the counties the amount
received
through
licenses
was
very large; for instance, the figures
for York -county wer-e $14,620; North
umberland, $7677; Victoria, $5428;
Gloucester, $3426; Westmoreland, $2,"
970; St. John, $1875; with the other
counties well up.From the table showing the resi
dence of persons who purchased
non-resident game license® in the

SEND ONE D O L L A R FOR THREE M O N T H S 'T R IA L SUBSCRIPTION;
I f not more than satisfied w ith it the m oney w ill be refunded on request

Address AMERICAN FIELD PUBLISHING COMPANY
8 0 1 MASONIC TEMPLE, CHICAGO.

W E A K ® ® # ™ * * ?

264
3061
Totals,
1754
In Kent, Westmorland, Kings and
Albert .there -was a falling off from
the 1911 record of 93 moose and an
increase of 89 deer. In York, Queens,
Sunbuny and St. John there was an
increase of 101 moose, 174 d-eer and
six caribou.
The figures for 1911
for the other counties are not giv
en.
TRAP NEWS.
Billy Dartcin, the Marlin represen
tative who won the World’s Indoor
Professional Championship at Mad
ison Square Garden, Nerw York City
a couple of weeks ago, dropped in
at .the tourjnamemt shoot of the pale
face club at Boston, March 12th and
showed the local shooter® how to
break .them in “ Champion” style,
winning 'high over all witjh 92 out
of 100—with the new Marlin Trap
gum

Hard Wood—Mission F inish -H eight 70 in.
width 28 in., depth 12 in. I f interested send for
Special Gun Cabinet Catalogue.

„ -

I

iw iR
Cif

1 fe|

SHOOTING
JACKETS

5With or

Without
Collar

Three Grades:

$3 $4.50 $6

Guaranteed ail wool,
seamless, elastic, close*
fi 1 1 i n g , comfortable
and suitable for all outdoor purposes. Made only
in three colors—Dead Grass, Oxford Gray and
Scarlet.
Send us y ou r address fo r one o f
ou r Gun Catalogues.

iJ liF

THE H. H. K IFFE CD.
523X Broadway, New York
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T *e Maine Wooda thoroughly oovera
tEe entire state of Maine aa to Hunt
tag, Fleming, Trapping:. Camping
and
Outing news and the whole Franklin
•ounty locally.
itfeln+ Wood* solicit* communication*
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read are.
When ordering Che addreaa of your
tftper changed, please give the old a*
weH a* new addreaa.
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LEGISLATIVE
MATTERS

Mr. Austin of Phillips: I will say
for the explanation of the gentle
man from Lubec that the bill has
not been changed a particle, only
the word ‘cow’ where it occurs has
been stricken out, so that it makes
the hunting of cow moose as legal
as the hunting of bull moose dur
ing the season.
The .question being on the adop
tion of the amendment offered by
Mr. Austin of Phillips,
The amendment was adopted.
The hill was then passed to he
engrossed as amended.
SENATE.
March 22.
The Senate voted to reconsider a
former vote which accepted the
majority report of the committee on
inland fisheries and game providing
for a close time for four years on
bull moose.
Senator Allen moved
that the Senate concur with the
House and Senator Colby seconded
the motion.
The minority report,
which is the Mooers amendment,
allowing November to be open time
and the Austin amendment
per
mitting hunters to shoot moose of
either sex, a year old or older, was
then accepted and the amended hill
was given its first reading.
On
motion of Senator Wing the hill
was tabled.
Passed to Be Engrossed.

Resolve in favor of screening Gard
!In the debate on the bill for a
close time on moose, McFadden of ner’s lake, so-called, in Washing
Lubec quoted a warden as having ton county.
Resolve providing for the screen
explained, to him the reason for the
disappearance of moose by saying ing of Shiloh pond in Franklin coun
that it was1 illegal killing and that ty.
Resolve in favor of screening
wjhy they did not enforce a law was
because a man hated, to arrest his Squaw Pond Lake, .so-called, in
neighbor.
Aroostook county.
An Act providing for a
license
For the purpose of defending the
fish and game commission Austin of for 'residents of the state to hunt
Phillips spoke briefly.
He point on the wild lands of the .state.
ed out that the funds for use of the
Orders of the Day.
commission were cut $25,000
two
yeans ago.
It was his honest be
On motion by Mr. Emery of York,
lief that the fish and game commis
sion of the past two years
had the report of the committee on in
done all it was possible to do by land fisheries and game on bill, An
way of enforcement with the, funds Act for the protection of deer in
which it had.
He believed Chair- the county of York, was taken from
the table.
ficient official,
ficien* oficial.
HOUSE.
The motion to recede and concur
with the senate was lost by a vote
of 60 to 74. Mooers of Ashland theifl
March 20.
withdrew his motion to insist, and
Report of Committees.
substituted therefor a motion
to
adhere, and the House so voted. Mr.
Mr. Clark of Portland from tbe
Austin then moved that the vote
where, by the minority report hill committee on inland fisheries and
was passed to he engrossed, be re game, to which was recommitted pe
considered.
This was done
and tition of Harry Quitnby of Rangeley
law
he offered an. amendment
which and 36 others asking that a
permitted the killing of cow moose be enacted prohibiting all fishing in
as well as bull moose.
He said Rangeley, OupSuptic and Mooselookthat this was done by agreement meguntic lakes except by trolling
with the other side and because or by artific;al flies passed in the
that the
it was thought necessary to restore usual manner, reported
nature's balance of the sexes. The same be referred to the next le g is 
amendment was adopted, and the lature.
Same .gentleman from same com
bill again passed to be engrossed.
mittee on petition of Percy Wake
field and 7 others of Cherryfield
In Mr. Austin’s remarks on the
and
F. J. Lon.gfei.low and 19 others
moose .question he said:
“ I will say, for the information of Beddingtom asking that a law be
enacted prohibiting the digging out
of the House, that this- amendment
their
simply allows the hunting and kill of fox dens and capturing
young,
reported
that
the
petitioners
ing of one moose.
It does not
confine it to one hull moose;
it have leave to withdraw.
Mr. Austin from the committee on
simply allows the shooting of
a
inland
fisheries and game on peti
moose ini those sections
of
the
state where moose are hunted for tion reported in a new draft and
domestic consumption.
It is the “ ought to pass” bill, An Act relating
understanding of us all, I
think, to the protection of deer in the
that the meat of a cow moose is town of Isle an Haut, in Hancock
preferable for beef than .that
of county.

tion of state highway so that the
combined sections, constitute
an
improved way at least seven miles
in length.’’
The .question being on the adoption
of the amendment.
The amendment was adopted, and
the bill then received its third read
ing and was passed to be engrossed
as amended.
March 22.

r

Orders of the Day.
Mr. Butler from the committee on
ways and bridges reported in a new
draff and “ ought to pass’’ resolve
relating to the construction of the
Old Tofwn Milford bridge. (Tabled
pending the acceptance of the report
of the committee on motion by Mr.
O’Connell of Milford.)
On motion bv Mr. Jones of China,
the rules were suspended ami that
gentleman introduced out of order
the following order:
Ordered, that the commissioners of
inland fisheries and game shall
cause to be printed in pamphlet form
tor free distribution! 20,000 copies
of the revision of the inland fislh
and game laws, the expense
of
the same to be paid out of the ap
propriation for the department of
inland fisheries and game.
The order was given a passage un
der a suspension of the rules.

81ST BIRTHDAY
CELEBRATED

For the House: Remonstrance of
Gharles J. Rush and 100 others, of
Millinceket and
East Milllnocket
against passage of Senate bill No.
318, an act to provide a license for
.residents tp hunt wild birds and an
imals.
In the House this remonstrance
was referred to the committee on
inland fisheries and game.
In the Senate it was placed on
file in non-concurrence, on motion
by Mr. Wing of Frank!in.
REGISTRATION OF VOTERS.
Senator Wing of Franklin intro
duced an act Thursday to amend
Chapter 5 of the Revised Statutes
relating to registration o f voters.
Thi,g act provides that in cities of
40,000 or more inhabitants,
the
hoard of registration shall between
ithe first day of January and the
31st day of May, 1914, except such
time as is now provided for by law
for the registration of voters for
the election of a trustee of
the
Portland Walter District and
be
tween the same dates in every te1
th year tftnrreafter, make a new gen
eral register of the qualified voters
in such cities, which shall contain
the name o f only such persons as
appear in person before the board
and prove that they possess, all the
.qualifications of a voter and shall be
in the form provided for by- Section
14 of Chapter 5 of the Revised Sta
tutes.
Subsequent changes, may be made
thereon on account of illegal regi
tration and after the years in which
general registrations are made all
laws reating to general regitser of
voters shall be applicable thereto,
and th.e annual registers and voting

Visit Portland’s

FOOD FAIR

MARCH 5th to 15th
and stop at

newCHASE

HOUSE

bull moose and the amendment is
Passed to Be Engrossed.
offered on the suggestion of many
N E W E S T , MOST M O D E R N , A N D
friends of the moose, with the idea
O N L Y FIR E PR O O F H O T E L
Mr. Butler of Farmington offered
that it may help a little towards re
IN T H E C IT Y .
House
Amendment
A,
to
amend
by
storing nature's balance between the
Near the City Hall and all Places of
adding
to
section
8
at
the
end
there
sexes.
The condition is such to
Amusement.
con
day that the number of female moos of the following: ‘Whenever
European Plan S I .00 per day and np.
American Plan 62.00 per day and np.
fan* exceeds what should hie
the struction of state highways is com Restaurant in Connection.
natural number of male moose.
I j menced in all>' coun*T *
be
want to say further that I submit1co,n^*mied °h such highway until] an j Ladies Unaccompanied Shown every
Courtesy.
this amendment only, as I said be- |improved section of at least seven !
H. E. THURSTON. R. F. HIMMELEIN.
miles
is
completed
or
until
it
conj
tore, after consultation with the 1
j
Proprietors.
Please mention this adv. when you visit us.
gentleman from Ashland and the nects with another improved sec- j
gentleman from Calais.
I do not
want you to think there
is any
‘rot in the meal’ about. this; but
simply it is our idea that it may
help restore the natural balance be
(By JO H N F R A N C IS SP R A G U E )
tween the sexes.
I, for one, can
not see what possible objection a
Just off the press.
Daw of this kind may have. Of course
if there are members of the House
A breezy and entertaining book for Sportsmen
who feel that it is objectionable,
and Nature Lovers. Price $1.00 post paid.
why we shall know it.
Mr. McFadden of Lubec: Do I I
Send your orders to
understand we. have the same time I
J. W. BRACKETT CO.,
Phillips, Maine
aa in the minority report, only the
cow and calf added?

' backw oods

sketch es

moE schools in this town, afterward
fitting for college at the Farmington academy.
He entered Bowdoin
college and graduated in the class
of I860. He then returned to Strong
and studied law in his father’s o f
fice after which he entered Harvard!
Law .school from which, he graduat
ed in 1863 and was admitted to the
Franklin county bar in the sanne year,
being at his death its oldest mem
ber and president of the Franklin
County Bar association. He has
always been one of the ablest law
yers in the county and practiced
law till the time o f his death.
Mr. Stubbs was united in mar
riage with Julia Augsha, daughter of
Dana and Abby S. Baker Goff of
Farmington, June 2, 1868;
Mr. Goff was the first conductor
of tbe Maine Central railroad.
Five children were born to Mr.
and Mrs. Stubbs, all of whom with
Mrs. Stubbs survive. The eldest,.
Emma A., is the wife of Rev.
O.
W. Petersen of Brownfield; Annie B„.
is the wife of Dr. Chas. W. Bell,
of Strong; Philip D. Stubbs, is a
successful lawyer of Strong;
Dr.
Richard H. Stubbs is a physician o f
Augusta; Robert G. Stubbs, a stu
dent at Yale University.
The funeral services were
hel$
from the Methodist church Tuesday
Dr. F. A. Noble Receives Beautiful aftemocu, conducted by Rev. Chas.
Hayden of Livermore Falls, a life
as Well as Substantial Gifts on
long friend of the Stubbe faimily.
This Happy Occasion.
The floral offering® were
many
and beautiful.
A host of friends
The following clipping is
taken extend sympathy to the bereaved
from the Evanston Index and North family.
Shore Saturday night of the March
22d issue.
Maine Woods joins with
many Maine friends in congratula
tions and wishes for many more of
these happv birthdays for Dr. No*
ble;
Rev. Frederick a . Noble, d . d ., . Says Proposed Law In Regard tefc
1414 .Forest avenue, celebrated his
Fly Fishing and Trolling Will
81st birthday last Monday. Dr. No
Drive People to Other
ble is a very hale and hearty man,
as straight as one of the tall pines
Places.
of his native state, Maine. He was
Hartford, Conn., March 26, 1913.
for many years the pastor of the
Union Park church of Chicago.'
In To the Editor of Maine Woods:
I understand there is a bill before
the Evanston Congregational; church
there are many former Union Park the general assembly of Maine which
church folk.
Sunday morning Dr. forbids the taking o f fish from the
MoElveen presented him with a huge lake® and streams of your state ex
bouquet of American beauty roses. cept by fly casting or trolling. This
In the bouquet there were 82 roses; is a very- pernicious measure and
For if is a
one for each year of Dr. Noble’s ought not to pass.
busy life and one to go on. There well known fact that through the
was another celebration of this not medium of a large number of sum
able birthday Monday noon. It was mer visitors who visit your state
thous
held at the Noble home on Forest during the vacation season
avenue.
It was a luncheon and a ands of dollars are paid to railroads*
large number of Dr. Noble’s assoc hotels, bearding houses and in fact
and
iates were present.
Congratulatory to ali branches * .business
should thiis proposed act become a
speeches were made.
large
The Congregational club of Chi law it would mean that a
cago and vicinity held its celebra number of fishermen and their fam
tion of Dr. Noble’s birthday on Mon ilies will seek new pastures where
day night at its monthly banquet at they can fish in the same old way
the La Salle hotel.
The Rev. J. C. as in the past.
Armstrong, the superintendent of
I have spent my vacation in Maine
the Congregational City Missionary j annually for the pact ten
years*
society, made a complimentary ad always during the month of August,
dress and presented Dr. Noble with and id has been my experience that
a beautiful gold headed cane, and the game fish in the lakes seek t 'e
Mrs. Noble with a fine amethyst pin. deep waters at that season of the
Mr. Frank Kimball, of the Chicago year and cannot be caught by fly
Board of Trade, who, when a boy, casting or trolling only in very smalt
was a member of Dr. Noble’s Sun quantities.
It is also a fact that
day
school, presented Dr. Noble not more than one person in 50 o f
with a check for $2,000.
those who enjoy angling are
fly
fishermen.
If your general assembly desires
OBITUARY
to drive summer visitors from the
lakes and mountains to seek their
Hon. Philip H. Stubbs.
recreation at “ The Shore” why then
Mention w-as made in last week’s they should pass this proposed bill
issue of the death of Hon. Philip H. and the hotel keepers and others
Stubbs.
Mr. Stubbs was born in who have business interests at tike
Strong, Me., April 7, 1838. He was sa’lt water resorts, will owe
the.*
j the son of Judge M. and Julia Eaat- honorable tody a vote o-f thanks for;
i man Stubbs. He attended the com(Continued on page 5.)

lists of said city, shall be prepared
therefrom in the manner provided
by law for preparing annual regis
ters. and voting lists in cities.
From January 1st to January 31
and from April 1 to April 30 in each
year designated for preparing gen
eral registers, voters may be regis
tered at the central registration o f
fice and during the month of Feb
ruary and March each year designaied for preparing the general reg
isters.
Eaich board shall
keep
open in each ward or voting pre
cinct in turn on such days as it
may determine a place for registratiC(n of voters of such ward.
All
sessions of the board shall be held
daily from 8 o’clock in the forenoon
until 9 o ’clock, in the afternoon, Sdays excepted.
Notice of the .time
and place o f the session of such
board itn each ward or voting pre
cinct shall be published three times
a week for the three consecutive
weeks next preceding the holding of
such sessions in each ward or vot
ing precinct in at least one daily
newspaper published in such city.

HARTFORD ANGLER
GIVES VIEWS

Poland Water Leads All
It has no equal, and chemists
have been unable to determine
what its beneficial properties
are—that is Nature’s secret.
Its sales reach to nearly
every part of the world.

Poland W ater never
changes.
Send for Illustrated
Booklet

HIRAM RICKER & SONS
South Poland, Maine
1180 Broadway,
New York, N. Y.

Offices at
163 Franklin St.,
Boston. Mass.

1711 Chestnut St.,
Philadelphia, Pa..

MAINE WOODS, PHILLIPS, MAINE, MARCH 27, 1913

|| Classified Advertising
One cent a word in advance. No headline or other display. Each initial
; and group of figures count as a word. This advertising appears in al
i editions o f Maine W oods, giving both a local and national circulation
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Pomona Grange Has Good Meeting
—Phillips Rebekahs Invited—
Eyesight ol Mr. Thrasher

FOR SALE.

W ANTED.

Much Improved.

FOR SALE—The unusually staunch WANTED—White birch lumber «*w(Special to Maine W o o d s).
and able steam yacht, “ Wa-Wa” of ed 3-4
thick 4 ft., long, or
3-4
Mr.
and Mrs, Edgar Berry of Lew
about 22 H. P. The U. S. Govern- square, I ft., long.
Malden Parcel
iston 'have -been visiting relative®
HMQt Inspection of 1911 showed her Handle Co., Malden, Masts.
here tor a few days.
to be in first class condition. May
WANTED.
Mrs. Harry Brown and children
be inspected at Camp Bellevue, Up
Guides to trap partridges alive for have returned from Macy where they
per Dam, Maine. Price will
be
Permission has have been spending the winter.
reasonable to a quick purchaser. Ap breeding purposes.
Rena Tibbetts i,s recovering from
ply to Dr. Norton Downs Fordhoofce |been .granted by the Fish and Game
Farm, Three Tune, Pa.
Or Archer Ooinmiseiein for halving tliisi done. an attack of German measles.
Want 12 partridges caiptured alive.
Mm. Martiin Nile of Rumford vis
ID. Poor, at camp.
Willing to pay good prices.
Ad ited her parents, Mr. and Mr®. Alvin
FOR SALE—Edison Dictating nut- dress, Box 213, Portland, Me.
Berry recently.
•bine.
In first class condition. In1
'
'1
1
1
,1
v
Miss Florence Barker is expected
Wire a* Maine Woods office.
WANTED—Dressmaking to do
at
home the last o f this week.
FOR SALE—Village stand, on the hiy home.
Mrs. N. E. Wells, Phil
Frank Huntoon, returned from the
•aaterly side of Sandy river
in | lips..
Central Maine General hospital last
Phillips lower village. Inquire of J.
Blaine Morrison.
Mr. Huntoon went to
WANTED—A man to do bookkeeping Thursday.
Also a woman as Lewiston for treatment some weeks
FOR SALE—Farm for sale. Address and shipping.
AM are glad to learn that his
Inquire
of Maine ago.
C. N. Plaisted, Phillips, Maine, R. housekeeper.
hand -is doing well, only one finger
Woods.
F. D. 4.
having been amputated.
Don’t sell until you see D. G.
Fen Toothaker -has finished wort
FOR SALE—Thoroughbred Belgian
Been, Bingham, Maine,
buyer
of for E. C. Hinkley and will be em
Hares.
Address Samuel
Quint,
White Ash and shovel handle blocks. ployed at t|he mill.
Anson, Maine.
Berne Ellis and family left here
MISCELLANEOUS.
Friday for Boston where Mr. Ellis
FOR SALE—Fancy Timothy Seed.
will hajve employment with
Harry
Guaranteed 99 per ©eat pure.
$2.50
Maine -Fir Balaam Pillows—-Fresh Haley, formerly o f this place.
bushel.
Seed oats, $1 bushel. All
to
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan H. Ellis, Mrs.
bag's 25c extra.
E. L. Thompson, from the tree. It is healthful
Do -it at Tryphena Neal and Maxwell Neal
wholesale seed dealer, 81 Quebec S>t., smell the Maine Wood®.
home in winter. Size 10 by 15. Oat- visited Mr. apd Mrs. Topi MathiesomPortland, Me.
tom covers 5o cents, better covers at Stonington, Conn., while on their
up to $1.00. Address j . N. Bridges, way holme from -the west.
FOR SALE
5 Passenger E -M -F Touring Car, 1911 Meddybempe, Me.
Mrs. Will Ellis of San-djy River
Model, 30 H. P ., fully equipped. Guar
plantation is caring for Mrs. E. C.
anteed in first class running order. Has LADIES:
If yo-ur skim is discol
and liittle daughter and
been overhauled and painted.
$550 ored from sunburn, tan, blotches or Hinkley
Mrs. Lizzie Cole is doing the house
takes it. Address,
other causes, write -for full particu
W A T E R V IL L E M O TO R CO .,
work.
lar® and special offer o f “ Swedish
W a te rville , Maine,
1 Mis® Gertrud© Davenport Off -Mad
Lemon Cream.’’
The Cihedsey Co.,
rid 'Spent the week end with Miss
Dept. J., 156 State street, Boston,
Helen, Raymond.
PARTRIDGES AS TAME AS HENS.
Mass.
Mason Russell has recovered from
A part of the sucoets-s- of the Am
hi® recent illness and is- again in
erican Game Protective and Prop tered and much study was required. school.
agation association on its great res It was finally discovered that ant
The Ladies’ Aid -society -met last
ervation in Plymouth county has eggs furnished an excellent
diet., week with Mrs. RLley Hinkley. Mrs.
been Supt. Harry H. Torrey’-s ability and that upon this the tiny partridg E. B. Herrick and Mrs.
Herman
to domesticate partridges, says the es grew and flourished.
■ChEds were chosen president and
Boston Globe.
Sutpt. Torrey has
This
Not only were cases of amt eggs vice president tor the month.
achieved some wonderful things ijn imported, but Supt. Torrey went to week’s meeting w-illll he held
with
the course of his work, but the work to grow ant egg® on tihie res Mrs. Wilmont Patterso-n.
'
.taming of -partridges is among the ervation.
Norman Huntoon is driving Hink
He found that beneath
most conspicuous, as partridges are old stumps here and there ant eggs ley’s grocery team.
generality held to be exceedingly wild would be gathered underneath them
Milford Dunham of Reed’s Mills
and uncontrollable.
The result was that now there are ha® been visiting Mr. and Mrs. H.
The fact that Supt. ToTrey has about tw.o acres of the reservation B. MaCard.
proved beyond question that part devoted to ant hill® dm one form and
The Rebekahs initiated five can
ridges can be domesticated is shown another.
didates at their last -meeting.
The
by a visit to the immense tract of
As the young partridge grow they lodge at Phillips has been invited
between 5000 and 6000 acres which
to visit this lodge on the night of
has heen set apart by the American pin .their faith to Supt. Torrey and the 'first Tuesday in April when- the
follow him about at feeding time
Game Protective and Propagation
He has only next regular meeting will be held.
association.
The
accompanying like a flock of hens.
A special! meeting of North Frank
-photographs are additional evidence to appear with a dish of feed and lin Pomona G-range was held with
a flock of young partridges gather
and reveal the friendship that ex
O.quossoc Grange here last Saturday.
ists between Mr. Torrey and these about Mm just a® hens do- -Furth A -special train was run but onliy a
ermore
the
little
birds
eat
out
oi
birds, a® well as between the birds
his hand and enjoy sitting on- hi-s- few from out of town were present.
and ‘the splendid type o f bird dog
lao and jumping about his arms and The afternoon was devoted to a
owned by Mr. Torrey.
literary program and the doors were
The plan which has been followed shoulders.
open to the public.
The address
Stranger still is the bond of com  of welcome was given 'by Win. Tom
has been an ingenious and yet a
most humane one.
No suffering ha radeship that 'has been established, linson and Biota Wing, Master of
come to any of the partridges, and through the efforts of Supt. Torrey, •the Pomona Grange, responded af
that they have thrived and enjoyed between a bird dog and his natural ter which the following program was
enemy, the partridge. N-o thought of given:
the experience is not doubted.
1
Last year, when the work began, enmity exists between this dog and Piano duet,
nests o f partridges were sought out th-e partridges, and they hop about
Mrs. O. R. Rowe, Miss
Bertha
and -feeding grounds were establish him as he is lying down and sit
Russell
ed.
This was to encourage the par on tine top of bite' head or wherever Reading,
Lynwood Ellis
The best Vocal solo,
tridges to make these various- part9 their fancy leads them.
Miss Tomlinson
of the reservation their regular food of it is that the deg likes- it and : Reading,
.
Phyllis Robertson
centers. _ As had been hoped, the k-eep-s a lookout for the safety of Vocal duet,
*
partridge® appreciated what was his little fri-ends.
Susie Tibbetts, Muriel Hoar
being done for them and nested in
Supt. Torrey has tamed other wild
the vicinity of the base of supplies, birds, inert;dir g several hawks.
It
so to speak.
was necessary fer him to capture
Supt. Torrey watched closely the these birds that, the others might
movements of the birds, and when not be injured by them. Instead of
STOP A T THE
he saw a mother bind seated on a killing the hawks Mr. Torrey caged
nest of eggs he kept sharp super them and with patience managed to
vision over her.
\yhen, in his opin get them so they would eat and be
f AS?
ion, the date of hatching was net have almost as orderly ais the good
more than.- three days distant Mr. old hens.
Torrey brought the nest into the
As has been said the nrail'e and
coop near his house.
female partridges from
whom the
A bantam hen, whose weight was eggs were taken are able to rejoin
about equal to that of the mother* their young in a great -cage in the
partridge, was placed upon the nest reservalien in which chicken par
of partridge etg-gis and the hatching tridges are finally put so that the
was left to her.
The bantam hen doiinesfiicafing process is carried on
proved worthy of her trust and with without disturbing the happy -rela
in the estimated time 'there came tions of the. partridge family.
forth a nest of young partridges.
Handy to everything. On
Meantime the male and female par
HARTFOR ANGLER GIVES VIEW. Beacon Hill,
opposite the
tridge from whose nest the eggs
have been taken find an ample food
State
House.
Fireproof.
(Continued from page four.)
supply a,t their disposal, and later
212 rooms. Six minutes to
am. opportunity (to find their young booming their business and it will theaters.
Long distance
be a clear case cf legislation for
again.
’phone in every room.
A considerable problem im provid the classes against the masses.'Yours respectfully,
ing the proper food for the young
STORER F. CRAFTS,
W. E. B. E.
and tender partridges were encounGeneral Manager

H ave Been Restored to Health By Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.
There is no doubt about this fact. W h y ! during the
last 30 years we have published in the newspapers of this
country volumes of letters from women who have been re
lieved of all their suffering by the timely aid of this grand
old medicine. Letters like the following, true, genuine and
honest expressions of gratitude com ing from grateful hearts.
Surely you can believe th ese w om en .
M r s . L . S . B R E N N E R , H u d s o n , M ich., s a y s : —
“ Sometime ago I was taken with a terrible pain in my right side, such
sharp pains just like a knife sticking me. I tried hot applications but that
did no good. I went to our family doctor (we were living in Fayette, Ohio,
at that time) and he said it was organic inflammation. 1 doctored with him
a while but kept getting worse. The pain was so terrible I could hardly
stand on my feet. I would have that sharp pain in my right side, and a
dull heavy pain the whole length of my limb. I realized that something
had to he done quickly, so I looked up all of your advertisements I could.
And, and saw several that described my case. I got a bottle of Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound and it helped me from the first dose, and
when I had taken two bottles my trouble was gone. Your medicine has
done so much for me that I am willing you should publish this letter for the
sake of other suffering women.”—Mrs. L. S. B r e n n e r , Hudson, Michigan.
M r s. L . E . B O W E R S , G ir a r d , P a ., s a y s : —

“ I take pleasure in informing you of what Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound has done for me. T had a sick spell last February, and for
some months after that I was not regular and had many had feelings. I
was tired all the time, had dull headaches, not much appetite, and also
what the doctor called organic inflammation. Your Vegetable Compound
has entirely cured me and I feel that too much cannot he said in its praise
as I am now able to do my own work. You are perfectly welcome to use
my testimonial for the benefit of others.”—Mrs. L. E. B o w e r s , R.F.D.No.1,
Girard, Pa.
Mrs. E L I Z A B E T H G E N T I L C O R E , B u f f a l o , N . Y . , s a y s s —
“ I feel that I must write to you about your wonderful remedies. About
ten years ago I was troubled with female weakness and was all run down.
I was tired all the time and could hardly walk without feeling dizzy. I
heard about Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, took it, and also
used the Sanative Wash. I got stronger, and have not had those dizzy
spells since. I feel that I owe my health to you, and hope your remedies
will help others as they have me. I tried most everything I heard of, and
yours are the best medicines for women’s ailments.”—Mrs. Elizabeth G e n tilcork, 26 Glor Street, Buffalo, New York.
For 3 0 years Lydia E. Pinkham ’ s Vegetable
Compound h a s been the standard remedy for fe
male ills. No one sick with woman’s ailments
does justice to herself if she does not try this fa
mous medicine made from roots and herbs, it
has restored so m any suffering women to health.
i M B ^ W r i t e to LYDIA E.PINKHAM MEDICINE CO.
(CONFIDENTIAL) LYNN, MASS., for advice.
Y o u r letter will be opened, read and answered
by a wom an and held in strict confidence.
Reading,

Misis

Raymond 1assures

The next meeting will be held at
Strong on April 17.
The committee
in ©barge of tlhie dinner was mad©
ud as .follows:' Chairfinan, Mrs. H.
B. MoCard, assisted by Mrs. Eben
Rowe and Mrs. William Tomlinson.
George Thrasher, who
recently
went to Boston to consult Dr. H.
H. Haskell about his eyes, has re
turned to Rangeley.
Friends are
glad to know that his eyesight has
already improved quite noticeably.
Mr. White, who is in charge of
the building of the new school-house

ANGELUS
P L A Y E R -P IA N O

ns that it will be ready for
occupancy o-n April 14.
Not only
school officer® and teachers
hut
the general public are
expressing
much satiisfa-oticn with the fine re
sults achieved by Mr. White and
his workmen.
Mrs. George M. Esty has improved
rapidly during the past few dlays.
H. C. Riddle went to' Boston on
business Monday.
He will
visit
hi® pare-ntis dm, Monsom before hi-s
return.
Arthur Grafi'am o f Phillips was a
recent guest of Mr. and Mrs. Guy
Brooks.
Margaret Whitney is again, m
sabaci after being quite ill for sev
eral day®.
Mr. Child® met the boys who are
interested im becoming Boy Scouts
at the vestry Monday evening. 19
were present.
Merle Brooks entertained.
Mr.
(Continued on page eight.)
Close of
March' 29.

Maine

NYOLENE
SMOTHERS
RUST

When in Boston

Commonwealth Hotel

Woods ©ante-sit

SOOTHES
The A N G E L U S , introduced in 1895,
is the mother o f all Player Pianos— and
is indorsed by the United States Govern
ment as the Pioneer o f all similar in
struments, (U. S. Census Report of
July 24, 1902) and is conceded to be the
greatest and most human o f all Playing
devices. It comes in combination with
the world’s greatest Pianos in the

KNABE-ANGELUS,
CHICKERING-ANGELUS,
EMERSON-ANGELUS.
Justly the A N G E L U S has been clasified as the “ H U M A N
PLAYER
PIANO.”

THE WILCOX & WHITE CO.,
Makers
Established in 1877
I

M E R ID E N ,

-

-

CONN.

PAIN

■fclsW Product
oftMe

WmF Ny b R efinehv
The Greatest Discover
f»er Madefor Preventing
Rust on FIREARMS
Sieves, Cutlery. Tools
andall Bright Metals
APerfect tub: ilor
for Ball Bearir.^s On
BKyciesarid Motorcycles
t o Best Article Ever
Of/ered for

SPORTSMEN

Anglers, Hunters,
‘ Hikers,” M otor
ists,
Y achtsmen,
Cyclists, A ll O u t
door M en .
Y O U want

NYOLENE
It adds years to the
life of guns and tackle,
is clean and o f great
value as a healing,
cooling salve for brui
ses, ^trains, sunburns
and insect bites.
A BIG TUBE

25c
EVERYW HERE

Wm
New

F. NYE,
B edford,

Mass

M ’ f’ r., o f NTOIL
A sk y o u r w atch reDflirpr Yvhofcf* oil lift
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tent.
will Old tomato oa|n,s, simaM milk cans the island and pitched our
by leaps and bound©. Mien are. mix work be done in .a way that
ed up in business enterpriis.es that show the entire world and the and even flower pots may be used We were up soon after sunrise ncinvolve hardship to animals but if thoughtless female fashion devotees in a simillar manner if they be put moming, all excitement, fo r we were
we act in concert and .put our brains strutting through our city streets, up in the shade; otherwise the sun about to indulge in the novel sport
Our camp was
A of turtle riding.
to it, thc&e cruelties can be done bedecked! with animal pelts, who are will overheat the young birds.
away with and everybody make the ones fundamentally responsible few .shingles, bits of. boards or any situated some 400 feed above
In Movements of the Humane So- just as much money besides having for the cruelties o f the steel trap, elongated small .w.ooden box like a level and. 'from this point of vant
an easier conscience in the transac that *he trappers will meet tbeim deep cigar box will make a nesting age we had a clear view of the is
city Against Cruelty in
more than half way in any effort Lex that 'Wild last for one season or land which i© only about a mile
tion of our business.
they
may make to mitiigatie the suf more.
Pieces of slabs from the two in circumference.
After a hur
That
seems
to
he
the
.spirit
abroad
Trapping
as I sense it and this humane sen fering© of animals whose pelts, the sawmill, .nailed together t|c> form a ried breakfast we repaired to the
timent merely needs expression. .For world of fashion and of trade re rectangular box, with, height great beach and found our “ steeds” u
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
er than width, will make an attrac their backs, just as we had
left
example a great business corpora quire.
I (Wish, to bhiaink you for inserting tion ow'ning .thousands o f horses,
I thank you again, in. behalf of my tive rustic bird bicijme.
them the night before.
my letter to you from Oxboiw, Me., many hundreds of whom wore oppres society Mr. Editor, djor your courtesy
Nestling boxes may be constructed
Some donned bathing suit®, while
in your splendid paper.
The sub siye, Close fitting blinders., ha© re in .printing these letters.
The far from bark if provided with a solid other© were in their pajamas, ready
ject I brc/uglhit up, “ trapping,” met cently dis'oarded that .style o f blinder reaching influence of your paper is bottom and top to nail ithe bank on. for the fun.
Quickly we turned
with, a ready response from all oiv- at the suggestion o f President Row- something I can witness to and my Every nesting box should have a our .mounts, when they at
once
er the country and shows, both the ley of our American Humane Educa letters show it reaches solid men watertight top, but the bottom need made straight for the water.
We
interest with which your paper is tion .society, and have adopted
not be so tight. The entrance hole jumped upon their backs and it was
a who do heavy thinking.
read ami the extent of the humane blinder with winker ©trap© wheilh
Cordially yours,
should be not less than one inch a queer sensation to find oneself
sentiment abroad, among nature lov keep the blinders well away from
Ed. H. Packard.
in ©malliest diameter tor a wren, one upon a slowly moving mass, aiming
ers, co-operative with the work our the horses’ eyes.
General Field Agent and Lecturer and one-half inch for bluebirds or for the sea immediately in
Relief was thus
front
American Humane Education (society brought to thousand© of
martins, of you.
animals —American Humane Education so swallows, tW'O inches for
The turtles seemed pleas
is doing.
three inches for a flicker and four ed when they sniffed the water, and
through the humane action o f a few ciety, 45 Milk street, Bastion, Mass.
In my last letter I m/enticmed that men.
inches for a screech owil or wood then we began to wonder what would
the Humane society .had sent me
GETTYSBURG VETERANS.
duejk.
The .entrance .may be round, happen next.
The fur interest© all along the
You cannot
stand
into the north Maine woods, to pho line ought to combine to reduce to
square or oblong and it is better to upon .these steeds once .they have
tograph .trapped, wild animals and a mmiimuim t{he sufferings of ani Free Transportation to Fiftieth An have the roof just over it two or reached the water, so we had to
requested your readers to. send the mal® caught for their pelts, by adopt
three inches to shed the .rain.
The change our standing position into
niversary Exercises.
society, whose address is 45 Milk ing humane traps and forcing out of
costly boxes and bird houses made a sitting posture the moment i
street, Boston, Mass., any photo" the market and out of use the in
The fiftieth, anniversary cf the by manufacturers of such goods are creatures got into about a foot of
graphs of trapped animals and other human kind.
Every man who make battle of Gettysburg is to be cele better than most c f the home-made } water.
if travelling over the land
valuable date bearing upon the cru a dollar on fur ought to have this
ones, but they are not essential, as was slow work, it was different
brated
on
the
famous
battlefield
next
elty phases c f trapping, the object goal in sight.
the birds usually are not fastidious, when the water was reached.
i
Judy and for the four days of the
being to mitigate, if possible, the
I see that the Oneida folks make celebration. all1 honorably discharged provided the box and the (entrance turtle i© by no means slow in the
sufferings o f animals caught
for a double jawed trap with flat face
veteran© of the Civil war will be hole are large enough and the dom water; he can travel at a good pace.
their fur or exterminated as. pests- double swivel.
That sort of trap, furnished with quarters, subsistence icile affords a safe shelter from sun,
Our troubles soon commenced.
I .received letters. from men in if rubber faced, ought to grip an
wind and rain.
Squatting on a turtle’s bade
and
and
medical
attendance
by
the
Un
Brooklyn, .Philadelphia, Chicago and animal painlessly and give him con
Many peo.ple have been /lied to be grabbing him where his collar ought
ited
States'
goiv.ern.ment
and
the
elsewhere; both from city men bur siderable latitude.
lieve that birds are shy of painted to be demands at first a little nerve.
A dealer ’from
ied up in the marts of trade, who the west .send® in some “sure death’’ common.w.eaJlth of Pennsylvania.
houses because of the smell of ap It was an operation, too, that had
The state of Maine will furnish
yet kept a string on “ open” through traps of the humane society, and oth
pearance ef the paint, but this is to be performed quickly, and at th*
free
transportation
to
Gettysburg
your paper and also from trappers er good .suggestions have been made.
an unimportant detail.
Birds that same time it is necessary to exert
and return for all participants of
in 'the wildis.
I wish that I had
usually nest in hollow trees natural an upward pun, or the animal will
The Humane Society i© hoping to
opportunity in Maine Woods, to print produce a booklet on thiis subject that battle how resident in Maine ly .go to a weathered nesting box,
sink under water.
Meanwhile the
extracts from these letters but I that will cover it .more accurately and in addition will provide subsis but sometimes the same birds pre
creature’s fins are working furious
fear to trespass too much on your than has .ever been done before. In tence and medical attendance for fer a painted one.
Any bird house l y , making a terrible splash, while
Veterans Of the war
courtesy.
However these
letters fact since the inception of the hu the journey.
that iis exposed constantly to. -the i the head is continuously being jerk
go to show that other people be mane movement this matter of the who were not actual) participants 'can, sun on a pole .should be painted in
ed forward, followed by
ominous
side® those ooinneicted with the Hu cnueltie© o f trapping, .has never been avail themselves .cf .the very low ex light color®, iso that it will not &o
grunts.
The least movement
of
cursion
rates
which
wall
prevail
and
mane mo/vemient are interested in brought before the public
In such a sit the steed to right or left upsets one’#
in
a will be furnished without charge wit readily absorb heat.
eliminating the cruelties of the thorough going way and in attempt
uation a house with double wall® i.s balance and causes both turtle and
steel trap and in fact I am dumb ing it the American Humane Edu quarters and subsistence at Get a protection to the .birds.
|rider to literally “.turn turtle.” We
founded to find that the solution of cation society desire© to act in a tysburg.
Boxes built o.n the European plan had hardly reached open water beThe
state
authorities
wish
to
se
thig, thing has already been figured co-operative spirit with everybody
and shaped internally like a wood
us.
out by humane trappers and if their identified with the fur trade, recog cure as seen as possible the nam pecker's hole are excellent. It is I for© this happened to all of
The
moment
I
found
myself
gc
es
of
all
veterans
iwho
desire
to.
go
devices for catching animal© were nizing that their best allies in this
best to have some way of opening j oyer I dropped my hold pretty quick'
in general use there would be but work of trying to mitigate the snf- tc Gettysburg- either at state or their the box so that undesirable
ten I ly, and made off in the opposite di"
own
expense.
Some
o.f
these
names
little kick coming from the humane fering© of trapped animals are prac
ants 'may be readily evicted. The
j rection to the one which I thought
have already been collected by reg
organizations.
last annual report o f the Massachu
tical wotodsmen like those whjo have
the turtle would take.
imental secretaries but others musjt
There are traps that kill animals already responded to the society’s
setts iSfcate Ornithologist which may
Although these creatures are harm
come through individual notifica
instantly and which provide for their appeal for photographic and other
be obtained c f the ‘secretary of Ag
tion.
Any veteran who served in a
less enough if handled with care,
prompt death by drowning.
They data having a bearing on the sub
riculture, State House,, Boston, tells
Maine organization that has a .reg
the turtle possesses a beak which
are as desirable as any trap© in ject.
how troublesome English sparrows
imental or battery association should
would shame a parrot of the same
use, from a dollars and cents poiSnt
may be disposed of.
I would .say in, conclusion that
immediately write to the secretary
fighting weight; and, what is more,
of view, and if generally used would, •the hustle and initiative of every
Small ©hallow ©pen boxes about
of such association and aistk to be
if you .gave him the chance, he can
solve this problem to’ a great de b o d y interested in this subject, is
five inches inside diameter put up
included .cn the list to be sent the
make .good use of it.
One accord
gree.
A Maine Woods reader frqm desired just now.
under an open shed roof in a grape
You can do. a
Adjutant General.
Veterans who
ingly
felt
a
little
uncomfortable
when
New York city wrfites
me
that lot of good by sending in photo
arbor or even under broad
eaves
served in organization© .from, other
under water with a turtle on top of
Paul j. Rainey caught animals in graph© and advice.
Please do your
fnequenty are accepted for nesting
states, in the Regular army or in. a
Africa for the Bronx Zoo with spec best.
places by robin.©, or barn swallows. one.
We live here in this world
Maine organization which has no
However, after a little practice
ial traps—jaws .protected whh rub but once.
If any act of ours will
A cleat or little slhellf nailed on a
active association should write im
ber that held the animal© ©oc|ure help to prevent or mitigate
barn, ra.fter or even a lath nailed and a few .tumbles and exciting in
the
mediately to The Adjutant General,
without injury.
“ Why couldn’t such suffering© of other creatures either
across two rafters will help
the cidents, w.e got the knack of things
Augusta, Maine, and ask to be put
riding
a trap be designed,” he asks. and dumb or human we ought to do it.
swallow© to a nesting place when and had a grand time
on the general list.
In
writing
around
upon
our
queer
mounts.
At
then gc.es on to speak about the It .may cover a multitude of sins. At
rafters are too smooth to
offer
either the regimental secretary or
fearful sufferings cf bear© caught by any rate it will help us to sleep
safe points o f attachment for their first we experienced a little diffi
the adjutant general veterans should
culty in getting the turtles up to
traps with massive jaws, the cruel better .night©.
mud-built homes.
state the organization in which they
the surface again when once they
spikes of which crunch the bones
The great and far reaching in
Edward Howe Forbush.
served and whether they expect to
had reached deep water, but
we
and flesh.
He writes in furthuir pro fluence of the American Humane Ed
soon
discovered
how
to
do
it.
test, that “ a .bear will l.iive a week ucation .society o f Boston, Mass., go at state or personal expen.se.
TURTLE RIDING AS A SPORT.
If any reader know® of a Gettys
or two in cold weather thus, caught which as I wrote in my last,, controls
burg survivor living in Maine hie
Whenever you write to one of out
■but in hot weather will die in two the Great Band of Mercy .movement
will confer a favor by bringing this Recognized Pastime on Peak Island), advertisers, don’t forget to mention
or three days and .that the female with membership of nearly 4,000,000
Maine Woods. It is important
to
Queensland.
usually has young .in the spring of children in all! parts of ,the world, to his attention.
you to do so; ‘Important to us and
the year when fur is prime and they make© this trapping agitaticp o f in
die of starvation.”
NOW PUT UP BIRD HOUSES.
It was 6 o ’clock in the evening the advertiser naturally wants to
ternational importance, inasmuch as
when
we landed upon Peak Island, know where you foudn hi© name.
•the
American
society
i©
practically
I;n .many letters received in re
Tell him, and thus do a good turn
sponse to my previous letter .to your the spokesman of the entire humane
Now is the time td piut up bird Queensland, says William Broun in for all concerned.
the
January
Wild
World
magazine,
it constitutes an oppor house© and nesting boxes.
paper,, the writers have made prac movement.
It
tical suggestions and I feel that the tunity for practical trappers, nature would have been better to erect them and by 10 o'clock we had turned
It was a bright
solution of this whole thing lies with student© and animal lovers to do a last fall with a little, warm material some 43 turtles.
moonlight
night,
and
after partak
the trap,perns to a pretty large ex vast amount of good—any help you in the bottom of each, so
that
tent.
The nature and ‘number of can give, or light you can throw on woodpeckers, nuthatches or chicka of tea we .crawled up to the top of
the letters sent and also the co-op th'si trapping problem, will be grate dees could find warmth and shelter
eration which the American Humane fully acknowledged in the contemp during the long cold winter mights..
Eduoa.tiio.n society has received from lated publicity.
But where English sparrows
are
fur dealers, camp owners, game war
I hope that everybody will work numerous they .usually find and o c
Via Piscataquis County—
dens, trappers and the 'newspapers, in a co-operative .spirit
for the cupy such boxes in the winter, fill
since agitating and investigating this greatest good o f the .greatest num them up with nesting material early
matter of the cruelty of. the steel ber and for the humane education, in sparing and drive native
birds
trap, shews fjhat tacitly the whole especially, of 4,000,000 children whom away.
If the boxes are put up now
Willimantic, Maine
j W. L. E A R LE Y , Prop’r,
community think alike in this mat these operation© are particularly de the native birds will have
some
I
------------------------ter—of cour©e we do. The humane signed to fortify in humaneness and chance to keep the sparrows out.
sentiment of this country (is growing character building.
Let no one fail to put up bird box l
That
os the
point.
it is the humane education es because ©f t|he expense. Any boy
of the younger generation which will •can make them and the material
eliminate many horror© that we at needed cosits little if anything. The
the present time may not be able bluebird, martin, tree .swallow, wren,
“ Now, doctor, should you have some g ood
flicker, chickadee, screech cnvl and
fe llo w call upon you who is in doubt, you to grapple with successfully. ‘
certainly have my permission to show him this
Therefore I again ask fur deal wood duck all nelst naturally in hol f
letter, and if he desires, give him my address
and I will gladly correspond with him, as there ers, trappers, woodsmen and nature low trees or cavities in tree limbs. i
may he many go o d fe llo w s who really want to be
A hollow branch, five or more in
cured.” From a genuine letter among the scores lovers everywhere to .get busy with
we can show you, proving absolutely that the
inside
diameter,
trimmed %
their cameras this .spring or send ches
somebody ini©, the woods competent from an apple tree, may be made in
This hotel is located on westerly end of Sebec Lake, overlooking the
to make photographs of all trapped to several excellent nesting boxes by
famous salmon pool. Lake, 13 miles in length, is noted for its salmon
animal® that are going to be caught sawing it into sections each a foot
and bass fishing, while perch and pickerel are plentiful. To reach us
from Boston and New York take train for Dover and Foxcroft, where
can be overcome by the N E A L 3-D AY anywhere and to do all they can to or more long, nailing on each
isiecT R E A T M E N T . No hypodermics used. Re
parties aro» met and driven to Greely’ s Landing. From there take
photographically or by tiern a piece of board or shingle for
sults absolutely certain. A ll dealings confiden illustrate
steamboat to Hotel.
tial. D R U G H A B IT S SU CCESSFU LLY drawings, cut© and written descrip a roof, plugging the bottom, cutting
Every thing up-to-date about hotel, including plumning and bath.
T R E A T E D . Call upon, address or phone
tions, the various phases of both a hole on one side near the top
Write for booklet.
W. L. EARLEY.
Willimantic, Maine.
human© and cruel trapping, please for thfe entrance and fastening it
147 Pleasant A v e „ Portland, Maine.
upright,
to
a
tree,
a
building
or
pole.
pajsis
the
word
alobg
and
let
this
Telephone 4316.
eatssmam

MANY PEOPLE
INTERESTED

HOTEL EARLEY

From “A GOOD FELLOW”
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She beheld
a evening, and so disarmed
every
kiritle -of blue, and the -earnings;
marike-t much as he had led tlhe fioo.t his earnest gaze.
ball team to victory, when Harvard fine example of manhood, but the suspicion o f being in disguise. The Brought in the olden time 'from
France.”
beat Yale 4 ,to 0 in 1908.
Again rich crimson on lier cheek testified hiding place of Smith thus remain
Jack was impressed with the prowes ,to the imnocence of young .girlhood ed a deep mystery.
Jack and Kitty were much inter
She had
N ext1 morning on arrival at Yar
and good luck of every hard worker and maidenly modesty.
ested
in the scene® (marked by the
and good fell-ow in college
days. been carefully trained at heme, a® mouth, all who left the boat were
traditions of the two lovers in
had
Jack,
and
his
speedy
turning
carefully
scrutinized
by
the
captain
Moreover Jack himself was reckoned
Not a Deer Story but a Dear Cap one
as Smith left Longfellow’s immortal poem and vis
of the ablest and best men in away and moving to ^gaiqther part and oflflicjero, but
of
the
boat
showed
h
isfnnate
sense
heavily
veiled,
they
did not dream ited the church, the well, Basil!’si
his, class.
tured—a Pleasant Day on the
Little did Jack know of tearing off the mask, as they smithy and the rest.
About an hour later Jack went to of propriety.
They were also transferring muc|h
St. John River.
see Dr. Alien at
his home
on it w-ais Kitty Hollingsworth, sister recognized the seasick widow who
But our liad engaged her stateroom, evident of the romantic side o-f the poem to
Commonweal,!h avenue to get final of Bob Hollingsworth.
this ly in great sorrow and desirous of themselves, and it was very evident
injsitruclilicns.
The
Doctor’s auto hero was deistined to meet
Cambridge, Masis., March 1913.
what the outcome would be.
New
Yen will saiy that
this
young
lady
in
a
very
unexpected
;wac4 privacy.
mobile (was in readiness to
take
To tine Editor of Maine W oods:
scenes
added
to
their
enjoyment
a®
If was after supper and well into was a strange oversight buit great
him ;to Long Wharf in time for the
It was 12 o’clock on a hot day in
the party moved cm to Digby with
carelessness
is
often
to
he
observ
the
evening,
when
Jack
was
stand
early July.
Jack Hana*mond was two o'clock boat to Yarmouth. Jack
its beautiful harbor.
But they were
Jack,
ing in the ooen door of his state ed at such a time as tRiisi.
dosing uip his law office prepara was give\n a hearty handshake and
agreed .that Evangeline’s Land form
now
quite
himself
lagaiin,
and
Kit
room,
enjoying
the
cool
night
air.
told to enjoy himself, after busi
tory -to a vacation, trip to the Mared the heart oif Nova Sooti-a. Then
ness was over in Halifax by a itrifp Suddenly he was startled by the ap ty left the boat (together, the last
a d-ay was spent winding up the mag
a time pnoviinoes.
He -was, looking
of all, and went immediately to take
proach of Smithforward to it eagerly, for he had through the Land of Evangeline and
Truth to nificent St. John- river, which Kit
‘‘Good evening, Hammond,”
he the train for Halifax.
Just as he
nch beecn a great traveller. Since up the St. John river.
said at onjce, “ Yon didn’t expect to tell they were mystified about the ty told Jack was as beautiful' as
graduating at Harvard in 1908, he was entering the auto Allen called
the Rhine.
At Fredericton they
see me, did you?
Well I find I can disappearance o f Smith, but only
had dome heroic work in the follow hi© attention to a man on the op
enjoyed
together
the fine Ehgflilstti
“ That arrange matters in Halifax myself. noted the widow in black as mark
ing three years at the Law school. posite (side of the street,
Cathedral the Government house and
ing
one
of
many
inlike
circum
0,f
course
you
will
receive
your
Then hie opened, up an office in Bos main has caused me trouble already
ith- wide, cool, shaded streets.
compensation as agreed upon and I stances!, who -might he
travelling
ton, where he had been only a few and I fear he will bother ;me much
After a day in Sh John, which,
may
need
to,
consult
you
while
in
alone.
He is my exact double and
Jack found almost as interesting as
weeks at the time of car story. His more.
O-n the train Jack found Kitty to
His real Halifax.’’
Halifax, the party returned to- Digpopularity with the professors in has a bad police record.
“ But you are not Dr. Allen,’ ’ Ham b^ Bob Hollingsworth’® sister and
name
4s
Smith,
and
he
is
a
big
im
the Jaw ©choc!! had already brought
by and took the train for Yartmouth.
“ I know you, Smith was proud to have it so. Kitty’®
Thus the Doctor warned mond replied.
him a little business, but he would poster.”
Here Jack and Kitty decided to- re
and I don’t care to—” Jack never ticket was in her large baig, and
Jack
o
f
possible
danger
ahead.
turn home, for they -had been over
not be taking a vacation now, save
finished the sentence, for
Smith so the loss- of the money proved on
Arriving at the pier he found, his
the south shore trip to Halifax which
for the chance of combining work
struck him a heavy blew on the ly a slight inconvenience, as she
their friend® were planning to take.
with pleasure.
A college friend o f baggage which had been previously
head with soime object he had in would soon, -reach her destination.
It was on the sail back from Yar
Jack’s, Dr. William Allen, of Com sent, and afiter stowing it ijn his
his hand.
It took only a moment Jack was glad to act as- Kitty’s es
monwealth avenue, was heir to a stateroom went out on deck to see
mouth, while the moon was lighting
cort
and
when
he
bid
her
good-by,
to.
throw
the
unconscious
lawyer
in
As she
large property in Halifax, N’o va Sco the boat get under way.
the Smooth water© of -the Atlantic,
to his stateroom berth and
bind he was invited to call while she was
that our -hero and heroine pledged
tia., whi}cjh required immediate at left her moorings Jack was filled him hand and foot.
visiting her Halifax friends.
Going
Thenclosing
a
their troth for life-long adventure®
tention for several days. Not being with pleasant anticifpaticns ■of
Tlhe buoyancy of youth the door, but not (locking it as he at once to his hotel he had a good in search of the idea]!.
Truly
able to get away himself, he secur fine time.
night’s rest, preparatory to the
expected
to
return
again,
Smith
they had made a good beginning.
ed the services, of his young lawy hardly needed the cool breezes from sneaked away under cover o f the main business! in hand.
Jack was well paid by Dr. Allen for
er friend, Jaick Hammond.
A few the bay to enthuse him for his
The next forenoon Jack went to
darkness in that part of the deck.
his good services.
Kitty however
days’ travel and sight seeing tacked errand, for it was success in Jaw
However be was Now it happened Kitty Hollingswart -the probate office and found that was Jack’s
best reward.
They
onto
the
business
trip formed Jack was after.
was taking a. constitutional,
walk Smith posing as Dr. Allen, had al
were married at Christmas.
Thus
Jack’s schedule for the next fiort- wholly unconscious .of what- was. in
in the
deck. ready been there earlier
store for him before he ©aw Boston about this time around the
ended one vacation.
niight.
But the conservative o f
She was an athletic girl and want morning.
William C. Adams.
The roll-top desk was shut with a again.
proof
of
ed to get .in a four mile -walk be ficial® wanted further
There were two people that at fore retiring.
bang, not from impatience, but rath
About 15 minutes Smith’s identity, before transact
HOTEL man g iv e s d in n e r for
er from joy every youth feels in tracted his lalttenticn in the crowd on after Jack had been struck down, ing- any business with him.
He
One was a man so sti'iking
new spaperm en.
anticipation o f a holiday.
His pre deck.
such, was hi® vitality he was com  had fo-rged Allen’s name, shown one
parations, for the trip having been ly like his client fritend, Allen that ing- to and found himself
bound or two letters, and produced a pho
P. S. Doss-ey, proprietor of the
practically completed, Jack swung he was on the point of .saluting him securely.
His first impulse was1 to tograph of the Doctor, and hoped
around to the University club for when he noticed the absence e f a call far help, and thite he did. Kit thus -to
get by, but the officials Hotel North at Augusta arranged a
lunch and a chat w itlh a Caw of slight birth -mark on the left cheek ty sioou passing ,his stateroom heard were not wholly satisfied.
Jack dinner for several of the new-spathe oild grads left in town.
Here and knew at once it mfush be (Smith, the cry and stopped short.
She had all the necessary papers, and Peraien recently and the following)
ho heard cif the great success of the Doctor’® double. The other that was no coward and ever ready to also l-eamed Allen had wired that were seated at the table and did
Bob Hollingsworth, a State street took his attention was a very at help onje in distress;.
More than morning, that he was to act as full justice to tjhe fine dinner: Sam
broker, who was managing the stock tractive young woman waving her one child had been saved from his deputy.
This put things in a E. Conner, for the Lewiston Journ
last flatne.wells to some people
on drowning by this athletic
young correct light, and after a few pre al; J. Clement Murphy, fler the Ba-nthe pier, evidently her fond parents, girl.
She found the door unlocked, liminary dentils -the probate busi igor News, Lewiston Sun. and Bath
Time©; Morgan J. Flaherty, for the
for they seemed loath ,to lose their and pushing if open looked in, and ness was well begun.
dashing and ipretty daughter even
On further consultation Jack was Portland Argus; Frank Man,son, for
could just distinguish Jack strug
for a short time.
Jack was young
advised to put the police at once -the Wat'erville Sentinel; N. C. Colgling to get free.
cord, for the Portland Express; L.
and he could not help seeing
dfn
FAMOUS
In telling his
“ I am tied hand and foot.
Can on Smith’s track.
this girl an unusually good specimen
story at police headquarters,
he M. Hart, for the Portland Press and
you help me?” said Jack.
E. L. Chadbourne, for the Kennebec
of the fair isex.
She wps tall and
BACKWOODS
“ Yes),” said Kitty, “ I have a knife did not forget to mention the wid
All' stood while Mr. >C
slender but very .graceful, and a
ow. leaving the boat under her heavy Journal.
in jny handbag.”
ae-r paid a pretty tribute to- the
FAIRY TALES
perfectly arranged mass of golden
Suiting the action to the
word veil as a possible suspicious, char
•memory of -the late Thomas F. Mur
brown hair sutnmounted a spirituelle she .hastily cut the cords..
acter.
The police also felt that the
phy, as “ the ablest man who. ever
fane, with strong chin, classic nose
“ Hurry out cm deck,” she
ex circumstances warranted them to be
reported a session, of the Maine leg
and entramcingly fetching blue eyes.
claimed.
“ There may be
more o*i -the strict Lookout for the wo
Grant, Beaver Pond Camp*.
islature.”
Mr. Flaherty expressed
“
Good
bye,
Kitty”
floated
up
from
K«w reading ma.ttar. lnteoreatin*.
danger ahead.”
No sooner
said man in black.'
the
thanks,
for
the reporters to M-r.
Tk* fin* *dttten wa» exhausted much the pier.
Jack locked' again at than Jack was by her side, trying
On the -way back from the probate
mnniir than we expected and the pojwiDors-ey and presented that gentle
aur Aeanaund waa so great for a eeoond the (girl, who for a moment caught to tell .the girl what had happened. court to the -hotel Jack saw
the
that we published an enlarged
man with a token of their esteem.
large
foj>roved edition to be *oid by
His head however pained him so woman -in black entering a
gnatt (postpaid.) at the low price named.
He lost no time in calling
that he was in a dazed condition. stone.
Twelve cents, postpaid. St jumps acA GOOD LITTLE PAPER.
TTir*rl
To add to hi® confusion,
Smith a police officer and waited for her
Phillips,, Maine,
J. W . BRACKETT CO..
She
appeared be
showed up, and confronted Hamrncn t.o come out.
fore long, but with veil1 closely West Sumner, Me., March 16, 1913.
and Kitty.
The officer at once step To the Editor of Maine Woods:
“ Ah, here is my man,” he shout drawn.
MAPS OF MAINE
I see my time is u-p that call©
ed.
"He is trying .to steal my in  ped in front o f her.
for another $1 for the .good little
RESORTS AND ROADS
heritance.
I am Dr. Alien of Bos-“ Yen will pardon me, madam,” he paper, ©o I Send it cheerfully and
ton and I wall .take this man
in said, “ but I must request you to
wish you all future success.
charge.”
lift your veil for identification.”
Maine Woods has frequent
inYour.s
qu/iriee for maps of the fishing re
But Kitty came bravely to
the
The woman protested, and
the
E. W. Chandler.
gions o f the state, etc.
We cam SMOKE OUT, In cold weather trappers smoke rescue of the .half-dazed Lawyer and
policeman pulled
the
veil aside
furnish the following maps :
*ut more mink. “ coon” , skunk, etc., in one day
I himself.
Pranklim County ........................ $.50 han they can take in traps in a month- -besides said, “ You are not Dr. Allen.
set prime furB worth the most money.
know
him
well.
You
are
an
im
Somerset County .............................50 they
A DIME brings illustrated guide. It tells how.
“ Smith, we have you at last,” ex
Oxford County .................................50 Giving the first time in print the treasured sec poster and if you don’t leave at
Most comfortable, serviceable and
claimed Jafck.
“ Your game is up.
Piscataquis County .........................50 rets of the wisest old trapper in this country, it’s once, I’Ll shout for help.
stylish hat for dress or business.
Your
Genuine English Felt, flexible
Aroostook County . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .50 worth dollars to you.
Place him under arrest, officer.”
leather sweat, with 1% inch out
TRAPPER’S SUPPLY CO.
time will come later.”
Washington County ........... ... «. .50
side silk band, can be njlled into
Of
course
there
was
a
scene
and
several shapes. Weight. 4 ozs.
BOX W ., OAK P A R K , ILL.
Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in ..1-00
Smith -much alarmed was aware
Sizes, 614 to 7% in black, tan, bine*
a crowd.
Smith, was hurried
to
Geological map o f Maine ............. 35
brown and pray. If not as reprethat
he
was
found
out
and
seeing
1 will refund your dollar
R. R. map of Maine ...................... 35
the police station and Jack
went
Sent p o s tp a id $1.00. Free Catalog*
the apppicaich of other passengers-,
Androscoggin County ..................... 35
M.
B
U
N
G
A
Y.
28
S.
William
St., New York
with them to identify the culprit.
Cumberland County ........................ 35
hurried from the place leaving Kit
For
the
purpose
o
f
our
story,
suf
Hancock County ...............................50
ty tu-ming her attention to Jack.
fice it to- say, that Smith was prop
Kennebec County ............................35
The people approaching happened to
Knox Goiunty ...................................35
erly p-unisjhed, being tried and con
be two mien, who assisted in getting
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties .35
victed
on the two charges of forg
Penobscot County ........................... 50
Jack baric to hi® -room.
One o-f the
ery -and larceny.
Kitty’s bag was
Waldo County .................................. 35
men -staid with him, while the oth
York County ................................... 35
recovered with part o f the money,
er went with Kitty to find the -cap
the res-t having been used by .Smith
J, W B R A C K E TT CO.,
tain and give the alarm of the vilfor he was evidently short of funds.
lany Caking place on board.
P h illip s,
M aine.
He was given a long term of im
Her story being told, Kitty /no prisonment, for he was recognized
ticed the loss -of her handbag with as an old offender.
Thus we have
GUI PES’ A D D RESSES
ail her money enclosed.
Returning another illustration of the adage
This column is for sale to guides
with the captain to Jack’s state
who want their addresses to appear
room* a search did not reveafl the “ The mills of God grind slowly,
W ith a Six
in Maine Woods each week in al
whereabouts of the bag.
The cap Yet they grind exceeding fine.”
Months’ T rial
phabetical order.
For price address
tain was very indignant at the out
Subscription to
Maine Woods, Phillips, Maine.
rage® on board his -boat, and felt
That evening Jack called on Kit
sure Smith had grasped Kitty’s ty.
They were fast becoming good
Leander A. Dole, Sebtago Lake, Me.
handbag in his escape.
He order friend© and Jack was royally enter
Trappers all over the United States ed a search of the whole boat., in
James E, Durretl, Rangeley, Me.
tained while in Halifax.
It was
AND
read M A IN E W O O D S weekly.
Joseph J. Hill, The Forks,, Me.
cluding all the cabins, decks and found both could join a little party
A n advertisement in this paper will every stateroom, where a man wais
Earl G. Johnston, Masardi®, Me.
of Kitty’© friend© for seeing Nova
R. B. Lowrie, R. F. D. 1, Eastbrook, bring you
entered on the purser’s list.
The Scotila and a .sail up the St. John
Maine.
ADDITIONAL BUSINESS. futility of the search, will be ap river.
For One Dollar
C, S. MciGiowan, Portage Lake, Me.
parent, when we tell the
reader
During this trip ,the party spent
Advertising rates quoted on applica
George H. Pohtsi, Bridgiton, Me.
that Smith had boarded the boat dis a few -day® in Evangeline’s land
T he Oldest Outdoor Weekly:—Recog
nized authority on Hunting, Fishing,
H. H. Tibbetts', 16 Manly St., Au tion to
guised as a lone widow, heavily where .once
Trap-shooting, Yachting, Archery and
G a m e Conservation. S u b s c r i p t i o n
burn, Maine.
M A IN E WOODS,
veiled, ajnd 'had registered and en
price, $3 a year. Send for sample copy.
E. G. Webber, Jay, Maine.
gaged a stateroom as- such,
Jhe “ Gentle Evangeline .lived
FOREST and STREAM PUB. CO.
Phillips,
Maine.
127 Franklin S t. . . N ew Y ork
Allan Watters, Fort Kent, Maine.
widow feigned seasickness- all the Wearing her Norman -cap,, and her

A VACATION
ADVENTURE

Shaw’s Pneumatic Smoker

English Felt

We Offer You

ffls
Razor

FUR DEALERS

ATTENTION!

FOREST
STREAM

MAINE WOODS, PHILLIPS, MAINE,
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ODD FELLOWS
CELEBRATE

Where To
A N D R O S C O G G IN

COUNTY.

HOW ES' DEBSCQNEAG CAMPS.

An Enjoyable Evening at tbe Dis

L E W IS T O N . M A IN E .

Are situated on First Debsconeag Lake, l-4miie from West Branch Penobscot; Reached
SfoWitt House. Leading Hotel. UnexIndividual log cabins and tent roofed log camps;
afiUed in Maine.
Booklet free. Georxe from Norcross b7 steamer and canoe in 3 hours.
own garden, and hennery; daily maii; best New York, Philadelphia and Boston references.
3. Pattee, Proprietor. Lewiston. Me.

For MOOSE and DEER

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.
W IN T E R V IL L E , M A IN E .

Bed River
vacations.
Tweed! e.

Camps, Beautiful place for
Best of fishing.
T.
H.

CUM BERLAND

MT. KATA.HDIN at our doorway offers best mountain climbing in New England; side trips from
these camps to Sourdnabnnk, Rainbow, Nahmakanta Lakes. A specialty made of outfitting and
planning trips down the West Branch from N. JH. Carry.
A

Best Family Cooking in Maine.
DEER AND MOOSE hunting in season, in as good territory as there is in Maine, Rates $2.00
and $2.50 per day, Open enti'e year. Snowshoeing, skiing. Tobogganing, visits to lumber camps
during winter months. Booklet for the asking.

COUNTY.

HERBERT

WEST END
HOTEL
H. M. CASTNER,
Portland,

M.

HOWES,

Millinocket Me.,Dec. 1 to May 1; May 1 to Dec. 1, Debsconeag, Me.

Prop’r.

Maine

GOME TO OTTER POND G A M P S
§

0,

*:•; This Spring and catch Trout weighing rom three to five pounds any day. Big Salmon jjjj
too. Besides you get good Boats, a good Table and a good Time. For particulars address, £1

•x
GEORGE McKENNEY, Garatunk, Maine.
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for 8
&
Maine vacationists, tourists and sport 3
men. All farm, dairy products, pork
and poultry from our own farm, enabl
ing us to serVe only fresh vegetables,
W IN T E R P IC K E R E L F IS H IN G
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
the finest in Maine, through the ice. No license to m ".
No limit as to
the number of fish or pounds. One party took 7 barrels. Nice warm
American plan. Send for circular.
rooms. Hotel right on shore of lake. Best of board. Daily mail. Tel.
and Tel. connections. Terms only $2.00 per day. Write for any further
F R A N K L IN C O U N T Y ,
information wanted.
J. G. HARLOW,

Camps at Long
Pond.
M an y
out-lying camps.
S. C. HARDEN,
Rangeley, Maine

Write

THE FLAGSTAFF,

F la g s t a ff. M e .

HUNTING
Let me furnish you with references of well known, reliable guides and sportsmen,
who have hunted at these camps. Large and small game hunting of the very best.
Booklets.

R. B. TAYLO R , W e s t Garry Pond Gamps, Dead River, Me.
RANGELEY LAKES.

SaU Mountain Camps are situated at
foot of Bald Mountain fn a good
section.
Steamboat aocommoj O. K. Telephone at oamps. Twx>
Basils dally. Write for free circulars to
AMOS ELLIS. Pros'r..
Befd

Mountain.

MINGO SPRINGS HOTEL AND GAMPS
on Rangeley Lake, Rangeley, Maine.
Season of 1913

Maine.

trict Meeting Held in Rangeley
Last Week.
(Special to Maine Woods).
Rangeley, March 26—At the dis
trict meeting of the I. O. O. F. held
with, the lodge here ^Friday evening
about 60 from out of town
were
present, the special train
run
from Phillips returning after the
banquet. The printed programs were
an unusual feature at a district
-meeting and made fine souvenirs of
the occasion.
The committee of
arrangements were: Geo. E. Russell,
Chas. E. Nile, Saul A. Col-lins, Den
nis Nile.
The
refreshments
consisted of
French fried potatoes, cold meats,
sandwiches, assorted cake, dough
nuts, coffee and chocolate.
Following is the program for the
work of the evening:
Opening,
Officers of Entwisle No. 146
Address o f Welcome,
D. D. G. M.
Exemplification of Initiatory De
gree,
Entwisle No. 146
U. W., First Degree,
W. S. Toothaker, Mtt. Saddleback
N«o. 92
Ex-emplaficatioin Second Degree,

Mt. Saddleback No. 92
U W., Third Degree,
Olin R. Rowe, Entwisle No. 146
Reading,
Phillip A. Quijmby, Entwisle No.
146
Song,
Frank Davis, Mt. Saddleback, No.
92
Music
Song,
M. JR. Keyes, Mt. Saddleback No.
92
Farce, Go—Some Dynamite Co.,
W. S. Toothaker, F. M. Davis, H.
O. White, C. D. Campbell
Speaking, Grand officers and others
Closing,
Officer of Entwisle No. 146
Banquet jin I. 0. O. F. Hall

ICE LEAVES
SANDY RIVER
Ice left Sa-dny River last Friday
night at about 5 p. m. like a whirl
wind, but we have not heard
of
much damage being done. A post
under the bridge at E. J. Ross’s was
taken out and travel across is dis
continued -until repairs can be made.
Two bridges on the line of the Mad
rid railroad were also taken out.
Who is your favorite candidate?
Remember our big contest
closes
Marchs 29.
Get out and hustle for
votes.

Maine Woods Grand
Washington Trip Contest

Deer and bird shooting almost at the Under the management o f RUSSELL BRENNAN and JOSEPH W .GREEN o f New York City
door of Hotel Blanchard. Write for
All Franklin county is interested in the offer Maine Woods has
For booklet, information, etc ., address
booklet.
made to send the girl or woman who wins its grand Washington
R U S S E L L B R E N N A N , Hotel Collingwood, New York
E . H . G R O S E , Stratton, Maine.
TROUT BROOK CA M P S.
K E N N E B E C COUNTY.
Located in the heart of the hunting and fish
ing region. Square tail trout and salmon weigh
BELGRADE LAKE*. MAINE.
ing up to 10 pounds. Comfortable log camps
The BelgradeSeat 8jx>rt*men’» Hotel and good table. For further information, address
Mackamp. Maine
In New England.
Best black bass ttah- R. R. W A L K E R ,

ROUND MOUNTAIN LAKE CAMPS
The highest and coolest Public Resort
in Maine. Individual camps with open
fires. Fly fishing for trout assured,
every day, either lake or stream. Send ln*; In the world, best trout fishing In
for free booklet.
Maine.
Ottuus. N. HU! & Son. ManagDION O. BLACKWELL, Prop.
Round Mountain, Maine.

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

CATANCE LA K E .
Jam aica P oint Camps
B e st o f S alm on and T ro u t
fish in g.
MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE, now closed, Best Sportsman’s Camps on the Belgrade Lake.
will open for season 1913 at date to be announced Each camp has telephone and bath. 150 acre farm -Also all kind s o f g a m e in sea son . In 
later.
in connection. Circulars. Address. Marshall & form a tion an d T e rm s fu rn ish ed on a p 
P. B. BURNS. PropT., Haine 6 Landing’, Me. Stone. Oakland. Me., after May 15th. Belgrade
p lica tion .
P riv a te b o a rd in g hou se. F.
Lakes. Maine.
O. Keith, O oop er, M aine.
Carrabasset, Maine.
Fox Hunters, as well as those looking for
birds and deer, can find sport at Carrabasset
- MAINE
Spring Farm and Cottages. Hunters need not BELGRADE LAKES. - - Offers every inducement to Fishermen. Hunters
travel far to get their limit of game. Write
and Nature Lovers. Is situated on shores o f two
N. CHAM PAGNE.
lakes.
Beautiful Scenery.
Send for booklet.
Spring Farm. Carrabasset. Maine.
Open May 1,1913.
C. H. AUSTIN.
Proprietor

CENTRAL HOUSE

V IA R A N G E L E Y .
« r k Clumps. L o o n L&ke.
A d d r e ss
J.
« w » , Y o rk . R unigsley, M aine. B ook let.
RANGELEY

LAKES.

SOM ERSET COU NTY.
J A C K M A N . M A IN E .

©8«»© BemSa. The BSraihe*. The Barker. H ake P a rk . B e a u tifu lly situ a ted on the
Aiutatng. M o to r 
WWt» for free greufcur.
O apt. P.
C. sh o re otf L a k e W o o d .
Barker. Bemfei. Iteteu
in g ,
T ro u t
an d S alm on fish in g .
17
m ile s o f la k e an d 69 m iles o f riv er
b o a tin g . T w in Isla n d Q om oa at S k in 
Early ner, E . A . BootJhanan.

This place Is famsus for the
Trout Fithina and Excellent Guides.

THIS IS NO JOKE

IN

THE

W o o d s o f M aine,
Ktear a n d B a r tle tt G am ps. 3.SO* feet
sfcov* s e a le v e l, u n e x ce lle d for
trou t
M i| a g o r a a ou tin g .
In d iv id u a l caibtes. op en , w o o d fire s, e x c e lle n t cu isin e.
Sue n a tu ra l Jtthla. sp rin g w a te r, m a g se e a a ry . R e n e w r o a r
hea lth
Ik the b a lsa m -la d e n a ir o f
M a in e’ s
Ideal r esort.
A d d ress

Gome to Ghase Pond
I’ ll use you right
There are plenty of trout
That are ready to bite.
Guy Ghadbourne, Bingham, Me.
L A K E W O O D CAMPS

at Middledam, will open for the season
of 1913 at the usual date. Write for
booklet and terms to
E. F . COBURW,

Andover, Maine

HARRY M. PIERCE,
Kina and Bartlett Camps.
Address, Farmington,
season opens.

Me.,

until

the

OXFORD COUNTY.

V IA RUM FO R D F A L L * .

Beat

S alm on
and
T r o u t Fi.oWto#’ In
Magna.
F ly flahiaisr b e g in s a b o u t June
L
S e e d fo r circu la r.
H o u se always
a p «a .
Joh n
C h a d w ick &
O o.. U pper
Are delightfully actuated cm * mt « of
M aine.
Lake Peri In on direct Un« from Quebec

Lake Parlin House and Gamps.

CLARK & TOOTHAKER’ S
pi
, i i j ____ Will re-open fo r the
Pleaaant Island Camps season Df 1913, as goon
as the ice goes out. Write for booklet.

to Rangeley Lakes, popular
fare for automobiles, being
of 12$ miles eaah way.

thojjpawfh-

a diitanoe

Lake Partin and tbe 11 out oondn in

the rsdtus of four railer furnish
the
beat o f fly fishing the w hole season.
The house and cam ps sure new and have
all
m od em
conveniences.
such
as
Pleasant Island. Oxford County. Maine.
baths, ga s lights, open rock fireplace*,
etc.
T
h
e
cuisine
Is
unexcelled.
Bear Spring Cam ps-Fishing, Hunting, good
Canoeing.
boating.
hatttxing. tennis,
food and up-to-date camps. All the pleasure you
expect. The place where you go home satisfied, mountain clim bing, e a tomabli m . eg*.
that you have got your money’s worth. W rite G.
W r it e f o r b o o k let.

CLARK '& TOOTH AKER,

D. Mosher & Son, Oakland, Maine. A fter June
Belgrade I ekes, Maine.

H. P . M cKENNEY. Proortetcr.

Jackman,

Mslns.

UPTON, MAINE.

SAwteoe’s Oatnp. Ob Lake Utstxpec on
Cteafcrldffe River.
Beat of Deer end
Bunk tvanttna.
XmeUamt fir FtoMaxx
M d Tretttmr dor Salma* oo*
Beware
V M M T reat.
T . A. D a rte*. P t o * . tJP-

C om . to PIERCE POND CAMPS
If you are looking for a place to catch large
trout and salmon; also fine fly fishing in new
ponds. W rite fo r information on actual facts.
Camps open May 1 to Dec. 15.
C. A. SPAU LDIN G. Caratunk. Maine.

NEW

SCHOOLHOUSE
April 4.

trip contest to the Nation’s Capitol at some date in the early spring,
at the expense of this newspaper.
For the girl or woman who stands second in rank, Maine
Woods offers a suit or coat, valued at $25.00, which may be select
ed at George B. Sedgeley’s in Phillips. The third prize is a hand
some set of dishes.
The all expense features included in this trip include railroad
fare from Farmington to Boston and return; trarsportation from
Boston to Washington, D. C ., and return; four and three quarters
days’ board and lodging in one of the best hotels in Washington.
Following are the

RULES OF THE CONTEST.
It is essential to the contest that the names of not less than two contestants
In the event o f the with
drawal o f all active candidates but one there can be no contest and the prizes
will be withdrawn.
A coupon will be printed in every issue o f Maine W oods, until and including
the close of the contest, which will be announced later. The contest will close
at this paper’ s business office at 7 o’ clock p. m. the Saturday following the close
o f the contest, when the votes will be counted by a committee representing the
leading contestants.
(1) For every yearly new subscriber to this paper (eight page outing ed
ition) at $1.00, 200 votes will be given. For every new subscriber for the local
edition (12 or more pages) at $1.50 a year, 300 votes will be given. A new sub
scriber may pay as many years in advance as he wishes and receive votes at the
rate o f 200 for each $1.00, and three hundred for each $1.50 a year paid, but all
these payments must be made in advance at one time.
(2) For each $1.00 paid by present subscribers, either arrearages o f ac
counts or in advance on present subscription, and whether for the outing edition
or local edition, one hundred votes will be allowed.
(3) Changes in subscription from one member to another o f the same
fam ily, etc, made for the obvious purpose o f securing the increased number of
votes given to new subscribers cannot be permitted.
(4) Each issue o f Maine W oods will contain one coupon, which when filled
out, and delivered at the Maine W oods office, will count as one vote.
There will be no single votes for sale; votes can only be obtained as above
set forth or by clipping from the paper the votes that appear below. Votes will
be counted each Thursday during the contest and the figures of such counting
printed in the following issue o f the paper.
When a subscription is sent in please mention the name o f the party whom
you wish to receive the votes as no votes can be given if not taken at the tim e
subscription is paid.

READY appear and remain actively engaged until the close.

(Continued from Page rive)
Tracy and tfh<© members of his Sun
day school class one evening last
week. Games and refreshments were
enjoyed.
Mrs. H. C. Riddle and little Mis®
Grace are sipendinig the week with
Mrs. Riddle’s (parents.
James Mathiesom
and
Herbert
Welch were called here last week,
by the death of their friend, F.
B. Burns.
Mr. Mathieson coming
from Augusta and Mr. Welch from
Wiuthrop.
C. W. Jackson has charge of the
Pharmacy during Mr. Riddle’s ab
sence.
He boards at Aaron Soule’s.
Miss Margaret Chapman of Bowdoinham has been spending a few
days with her friend, Mrs.
Mabel
Blair Burns.
The infant child of Mr. and Mrs.
Andy Stvens is ill with pneumonia.
Harwood Childs, a student at Til
ton academy, Tilton, N. H., is spend
ing Ms vacation with (hi® parents
at .the parsonage.
The small house on the Mountain
View road formerly occupied by Ed
Handy and family, was burned la/te
Saturday night.
Mr. Handy
will
rebuild.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Harris, who
have been spending the winter in
Salem, have returned to Rangeley.
T. L. Page, Dr. Colby and Mrs.
James Mathieson were in Rumford
last week, called there by
the
illness of F. B. Bums.
Lucky the fisherman who secures
Frank Porter for guide this spring.
Mr. Porter is keeping his hand in
by capturing stray hens for his
neighbor across the way, with
a
landing net.
The wind and rain are fast rot
ting the ice in, Haley pond and the
lake.
Travelling on the ice
ds
dangerous already and has
been
given up almost entirely.
DeBerna R. Ross, Es<q., of Phillips
w ill, be at the residence otf Dr. A.
M.
Ross for professional business
April 1.

MAINE WOODS WASHINGTON TRIP
TOTING CONTEST

One vote for.

MAINE WOODS WASHINGTON|TRIP
VOTING CONTEST

Publishers o f Maine W oods:
Herewith find

............for which credit........... .....years’ subscription to

N a m e ......................................................................... .............................................. ..................
A d d ress..................................... ............................................... ;...........................

A n d also.............. .......................Hundred Votes.
For.,......................... ........ .......................... o f ...........................................................................
................Subscription.

(Please indicate whether this is New subscription or Old.
and whether Outingr or Local Edition.)

Mrs. R. J). Knapp, Minefield,
Velma Tomlinson, Rangeley,
Gladys Dyer, Phillips,
iWrs. Hazel Webber, Phillips,
Mrs. Alberta Parker, Phillips,
Bessie Webster, Strong,
Edna Dodge, Salem,
Julia Ellis, Weld,
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100

